voters’
pamphlet
Oregon Vote-by-Mail Primary Election

May 20, 2014

Attention
This is the beginning of your county voters’ pamphlet. The county portion of this joint voters’ pamphlet is
inserted in the center of the state portion. Each page of the county voters’ pamphlet is clearly marked with
a color bar on the outside edge. All information contained in the county portion of this pamphlet has been
assembled and printed by your county clerk.

Letter from the County Clerk
Jackson County Voters:
The Jackson County Voters’ Pamphlet is published to inform and educate voters about
local candidates and measures. Candidates are not required to be included in the voters’
pamphlet. All of the candidates’ statements and measure arguments included were
submitted along with a filing fee. Only the applicable candidates and measures for your
precinct will be on your ballot.
This is a closed party primary election for registered Democrats and Republicans. This
simply means that Democrats will be voting for partisan Democrat candidates and
nonpartisan offices and measures and Republicans will be voting for partisan Republican
candidates and nonpartisan offices and measures. Nonpartisan voters will only be voting
for nonpartisan offices and measures. You will want to be certain of your party status prior
to the election. The deadline for changing party affiliation for the primary election
is April 29, 2014.
The May 20th 2014 primary election, as all elections in the State of Oregon, will be
conducted by mail. Ballots for the May 20th primary election will be delivered in Jackson
County beginning Saturday, May 3rd.
The deadline to register for the May 20th Primary Election is Tuesday, April 29th.
This pamphlet has been delivered to post-office mailing addresses. Therefore, the fact
that you received a voters’ pamphlet does not necessarily mean that you are a registered
voter. Voters currently registered in the State of Oregon, but who have moved, changed
their residential or mailing address or name, must update their registration by close of
business on Election Day in order to vote. Vote by mail ballots cannot be forwarded. If
you need to register or update your registration, you can do so online at www.oregonvotes.
gov or you can find voter registration cards at your local post office or on our web site at
www.jacksoncounty.org under elections.
If you have any questions regarding the status of your voter registration or the election
process, please contact the Elections Office at 541-774-6148. If you would like to register
or update your voter registration card in person, we are located at 1101 West Main St.,
Suite 201, Medford.
Ballots must be received by the Election Office no later than 8:00 p.m., May 20th 2014 in
order to be counted.
Sincerely,

Chris Walker
Jackson County Clerk
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Measure 15-119

Jackson County (by initiative petition)

Ballot Title

15-119

Ordinance to Ban Growing of Some “GeneticallyEngineered” (defined) Plants

Argument in Favor
Why this Republican Non-Organic Farmer Supports
A YES VOTE on Measure 15-119
I am a Republican farmer and I grow conventional, not organic
crops.

QUESTION: Should Ordinance Ban Growing of “GeneticallyEngineered” Plants (defined) in Jackson County and Allow
County/Private Persons to Compel Enforcement?

I also manage one of the largest farms in Jackson County.

SUMMARY: This ordinance would ban any person from
propagating, cultivating, raising or growing “geneticallyengineered” (defined) plants in Jackson County.

But this will be the last genetically engineered crop I plant.

The Ordinance also:
• Requires affected persons to harvest, destroy or remove
all genetically engineered plants within 12 months of the
enactment of the ordinance;
• Provides exemptions for certain health, educational,
scientific and medical research institutions if activities
are conducted under secure, indoor laboratory
conditions;

I have grown genetically engineered crops in the past and I have
over 30 acres of such crops planted right now.
Why am I going to stop planting genetically engineered
crops?
A few years ago I didn’t worry much about genetically
engineered crops, but then genetically engineered wheat was
found on an Oregon farm. In response, wheat exports from
Oregon were banned for months and the farm I manage ended
up having to destroy tens of thousands of dollars of wheat that
became unsellable during the ban.

• Allows for inspections of private property by County
code enforcement officers after obtaining a search
warrant;

What I once saw as an asset I now see as a threat.
A growing number of buyers are now refusing to purchase
genetically engineered crops. Even with best practices these
crops can contaminate the fields of farmers who don’t want to
use them. This is not right.

• Allows for enforcement of the ordinance by the County
and by private persons or groups through the State
court system;

I’m voting Yes on Measure 15-119 because:

• Provides for contested hearings and appeals for alleged
violations;
• Allows the County to recover the cost of abatement from
the property owner or the person causing the violation;
• Defines the terms “genetically engineered,” “organic
agriculture,” and “organic;”

Explanatory Statement
No explanatory statements shall be filed for county measures
brought by initiative petition (Codified Ordinances of Jackson
County, Chapter 206, Elections 10-13)

I no longer believe these crops can be responsibly grown
in Jackson County.
-

Genetically engineered crops threaten private
property and can contaminate the crops of
farmers who do not want them;

-

We should not give up control of our seeds to
foreign or out-of-state corporations that own the
patents on these crops.

Don’t buy the bull about enforcement costs
As a fiscal conservative I resent claims that this measure would
cost the county enforcement dollars or take money away from
the Sheriff’s department. The claims are meant to scare
voters, but are not true. I don’t know one local farmer who
would break a law like this. What company would sign an illegal
seed contract here?
My view on genetically engineered crops has changed and
I hope yours will too.
Jared Watters
(This information furnished by Jared Watters.)

The printing of this argument does not constitute an endorsement by the
County of Jackson, nor does the county warrant the accuracy or truth of
any statement made in the argument.
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Measure 15-119 Arguments
Argument in Favor
Important Factual Information From the
Southern Oregon Seed Growers Association
The Southern Oregon Seed Grower Association (SOSGA) writes
this statement to provide important factual information. We are
not taking a position in support or in opposition to Measure 15119.
SOSGA represents independent seed farmers in Southern
Oregon that produce conventional and organic seed for sales
across the world.
The following facts are important to understand:
1. Impacts to farmers. Genetically engineered crops present a
serious threat to Southern Oregon seed farmers because pollen
and seed from genetically engineered crops easily spread by
wind and other forces and contaminate seed crops that are not
genetically engineered.
This makes the contaminated seed crop unsellable since that
seed becomes a patented product that the farmer cannot legally
sell.
Additionally, many of Oregon’s largest seed buyers simply will
not buy farmers’ seed if it has been contaminated with genetically
engineered pollen.
2. Co-existence with genetically engineered crops is not
possible. SOSGA has worked with a diversity of seed farmers
to collaboratively plan and manage seed growing in the Rogue
Valley. However, It is not possible for such crops to co-exist with
the Rogue’s agriculture, given the serious effects that genetically
engineered pollen can have on other crops and the fact that
pollen from the most common engineered crops impacts
neighboring producers in a large four to eight mile radius.
SOSGA attempted to work with Syngenta, Jackson County’s
largest grower of genetically engineered crops, to minimize
their impacts on other growers. In 2013, however, Syngenta
unexpectedly walked out of this collaborative process.
3. Enforcement costs will be minimal. Measure 15-119 will
not have any significant enforcement costs and claims to the
contrary are not accurate. The three counties that have passed
similar laws report almost no enforcement costs.
Thank you for considering these facts.
Chuck Burr, President
Southern Oregon Seed Growers Association

Argument in Favor
Medford Area Moms Support Measure 15-119
As a group of Medford mothers we want to voice our support for
the Family Farms Measure 15-119.
Measure 15-119 protects our family farmers and also protects
our kids from the increased herbicide exposure that comes with
genetically engineered crops.
It will not have any enforcement costs that would affect
public services we value like our sheriff’s department and
libraries.
Out-of-state chemical corporations don’t like our homegrown
effort to protect farmers, our community and our kids from the
impacts of genetically engineered crops.
Like you, we’ve heard their high-priced campaign ads
meant to scare voters with information that just isn’t true,
but we hope you will join us in showing them we are not as
gullible as they think.
Measure 15-119:
• Protects our family farmers from having their crops
contaminated by genetically engineered crops and makes
sure we have a healthy source of locally grown fruits and
vegetables.
• Protects our drinking water and kids’ health from the
increased herbicide and chemical exposure that comes
with crops that have been specifically engineered to
survive very high herbicide levels.
Selling genetically engineered crops may be good for the
chemical corporations that want to sell more herbicides, but a
number of studies have found these same herbicides in drinking
water. This is not good for our kids or any of us.
We hope you will join our families in Voting YES on
Measure 15-119.
Kristina Marlia-Johnson
Cherise Black
Gaylene Hurley
Alice H. Anderson
Rachel Wolfe-Petersen
Marisa Hoppe Petersen
(This information furnished by Cherise Black.)

(This information furnished by Chuck Burr, President, Southern Oregon
Seed Growers Association.)

The printing of this argument does not constitute an endorsement by the
County of Jackson, nor does the county warrant the accuracy or truth of
any statement made in the argument.
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The printing of this argument does not constitute an endorsement by the
County of Jackson, nor does the county warrant the accuracy or truth of
any statement made in the argument.

Measure 15-119 Arguments
Argument in Favor
What Can A Republican, Independent,
Libertarian and Democrat Agree on?

We Are Voting YES on Measure 15-119!

We may not agree on much, but we DO agree:

1) Measure 15-119 protects family farmers and is good for
our economy.
Genetically engineered crops trespass on traditional farmers’
fields, and can make their crops unsellable. In a narrow valley
like ours, there’s no way these crops can “co-exist” with traditional
agriculture. When local farmers did try to coordinate plantings with
Syngenta to prevent contamination from Syngenta’s genetically
engineered crops, “Syngenta representatives announced the
company no longer saw a point in attending meetings and
then walked out.” The Oregonian, 7/15/2013
2) Their claims about costs are political bull.
We’re not fooled by claims Measure 15-119 would have
a big “enforcement cost,” “take away public services,” or create
some new “county bureaucracy.” We wouldn’t be voting YES if
that were true.
Their claims are based on political polling,
not the facts.

The agricultural commissioners for the three western counties with similar protections for farmers stated that their
enforcement costs have been almost zero.

The reason is simple: What business would sign the legal contract
required to grow genetically engineered crops if what they’re
growing was illegal?
As of now, out-of-county corporations have bankrolled 95%
of the campaign contributions to the opposition campaign.
It’s safe to say their real concern is their own profits, not Jackson
County’s budget or our local farmers.
3) Measure 15-119 is a common-sense measure we need to
pass locally
Our family farmers are a key part of our economy and
are counting on us. No one in Washington, DC or Salem is going
to protect us from the threats of genetically engineered crops.
We need to pass the Family Farms Measure
by Jackson County for Jackson County.

For more information, please visit www.ourfamilyfarmscoalition.
org
We agree, Vote Yes on 15-119!

Ramon Renteria
Bill Kauth
Virginia B. Brown
Barbara Richard

Argument in Favor
Why Are Family Farms Like Ours
Voting Yes on Measure 15-119?

Genetically engineered crops pose a major threat to family
farmers in the Rogue Valley. The Family Farms Measure (15119) is a common sense solution.
Many of our farms have already had to plow under and destroy
thousands of dollars worth of seed crops because genetically
engineered crops were planted near our farms.

The claim that genetically engineered crops can “co-exist” with
traditional crops may sound good, but it is a political fiction that
just isn’t true.
Measure 15-119:

- Protects our family farms from the types of major economic
harm caused by genetically engineered crops. Last year’s ban
on Oregon wheat exports was caused after just one Oregon
farm was found contaminated with genetically engineered
wheat. The current corn export ban faced by many U.S. corn
growers as a result of Syngenta’s unapproved genetically
engineered corn is just the latest example of the economic
impacts of genetically engineered crops.
- Protects private property from trespass by genetically
engineered pollen or seed that can drift for miles in the wind,
with no respect for property lines. This pollen drift can make
traditional crops unsellable and exposes farmers to threats
of patent infringement lawsuits.
- Protects farmers’ freedom not to grow genetically engineered crops that are owned and controlled by some of the
world’s largest chemical corporations. If genetically engineered crops become more common in the Rogue Valley,
there is nothing we can do to keep these crops from spreading
to our farms.

Vote Yes on Measure 15-119 and protect our farms, our families
and our local economy from the risks of export bans and damage
to our crops.
Get the facts www.ourfamilyfarmscoalition.org

Chris Hardy
Steve Fry
Mike Ivan
Anne Marie Ivan
Josh Cohen
Matt Suhr
Ryan Navickas
Shantrin Lininger
Chuck Burr

(This information furnished by Chris Hardy, Our Family Farms Coalition.)

(This information furnished by Barbara Richard.)

The printing of this argument does not constitute an endorsement by the
County of Jackson, nor does the county warrant the accuracy or truth of
any statement made in the argument.
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The printing of this argument does not constitute an endorsement by the
County of Jackson, nor does the county warrant the accuracy or truth of
any statement made in the argument.

Measure 15-119 Arguments
Argument in Favor

Argument in Favor

Doctors in Jackson County Recommend a
Yes Vote on the Family Farms Measure 15-119

A Librarian, Fiscal Conservative and County Services
Supporter All Say:

The heavy herbicide use that comes with genetically engineered crops puts our drinking water and children’s health
at risk.

As a local librarian, a fiscal conservative, and a former Planning Commissioner we are all concerned about the County
budget. Or course just about every Jackson County voter can
say the same thing.

As medical doctors in Jackson County we strongly support the
Family Farms Measure (15-119) and encourage you to Vote
YES on 15-119.

While there is debate about the risks of genetically engineered
crops, what we know for sure is that crops that are specifically
engineered for heavy herbicide use are going to result in
increased use of these herbicides. Around the country we have
already seen that herbicide levels in the air and water have jumped
dramatically with the spread of genetically engineered crops.

It’s not a surprise that the chemical companies that own patents
on most genetically engineered crops benefit from increased
use and sales of herbicides. But there are very real reasons
to be concerned about increasing use of chemicals known
to pose significant threats to our drinking water and our
children’s health.
The best available medical science supports that we should be
reducing, not increasing, our exposure to herbicides and other
chemicals. This is especially true when it comes to children, who
are particularly sensitive to many chemicals.

Please join us as Jackson County doctors in Voting Yes on the
Family Farms Measure (15-119). Let’s protect our family farmers
and the health of our community.
Dr. Lanita Witt, M.D.
Dr. Deborah Gordon, M.D.
Dr. Joan N. Becich, M.D.
Dr. Justin Adams, M.D.
Dr. David Teegarden, M.D.

(This information furnished by Dr. Lanita Witt, M.D..)

“Don’t Buy the Political Spin”
Vote YES on Measure 15-119

So it’s no surprise that exploiting this community concern seemed
like a good campaign plan to the outside corporations and other interests that have funded 95% of the opposition to Measure 15-119.
There are no facts to support the cost claims about 15-119.

What are the facts?

• In agricultural counties with similar laws (Marin, Santa Cruz and
Mendocino Counties) they have had to spend virtually nothing
on enforcement.

• Few would ever violate this law, since growing genetically
engineered crops requires major legal contracts that people
just wouldn’t sign for a practice that wasn’t legal.
• Measure 15-119 doesn’t require a single dime spent on enforcement and only gives the County “the authority” to enforce if it
chooses. Any spending at all is completely up to the discretion
of the County Commissioners.

The opposition to 15-119 has inflated and misrepresented a
report by the County Administrator. It’s worth noting what the
administrator publicly said when responding to criticisms from
farmers that his cost presentation was political, and had ignored
the fact that the three counties with similar laws have virtually no
enforcement costs:
“I said at least six times in the presentation that this
could cost zero dollars.”
- County Administrator Danny Jordan, RVTV Channel
14, March 19, 2014
Commissioner Meeting

Don’t buy the political spin, protect our farmers, our
economy, and our community from genetically engineered
crops.
VOTE YES on Measure 15-119

(views expressed represent the opinions of these individuals,
not their employers)

Denali Grace
Jeff Day
Steve Mitchell

(This information furnished by Barbara Richard, Our Family Farms
Coalition.)

The printing of this argument does not constitute an endorsement by the
County of Jackson, nor does the county warrant the accuracy or truth of
any statement made in the argument.
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County of Jackson, nor does the county warrant the accuracy or truth of
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Measure 15-119 Arguments
Argument in Favor
Local Granges Support
the Family Farms Measure
VOTE YES ON 15-119

The Enterprise Grange #489 and Bellview Grange #759 have long
histories of working to protect family farmers in Jackson County
and that is why we are supporting Measure 15-119.
There are few threats to family farming today that are greater
than those posed by genetically engineered crops, and Measure
15-119 is a common-sense way to protect our family farms.
While conventional and organic agriculture have co-existed for
decades, there is no realistic way that genetically engineered
crops can co-exist with traditional agriculture.

Seed and pollen from genetically engineered crops can contaminate a farmer’s field in one windy afternoon and destroy
a season of hard work.

Major global and local buyers have a zero tolerance policy when it
comes to genetically engineered crops. A decision by one person
to grow such crops can put an entire valley of family farmers at
risk of having their crops contaminated and made unsellable.
Genetically engineered crops also put every farmer at risk of
federal patent lawsuits from the corporations that own these
crops. Our farmers deserve better than to live under the fear of
these lawsuits.
Join the Enterprise Grange and the Bellview Grange in
supporting the Family Farms Measure.
Vote YES on Measure 15-119.

(This information furnished by Richard Heller, Bellview Grange #759.)

Argument in Favor
Join Our Family Farms in Voting YES on
the Family Farms Measure (15-119)

As family farmers in the Rogue Valley, we hope you will stand
with us by VOTING YES on the Family Farms Measure (15-119).
This measure protects our farms and our families from the serious
threat we now face from genetically engineered crops.
Measure 15-119 is good for our farms and our economy.

The chemical companies that profit from genetically engineered
crops and their allies are spending record amounts of out-ofcounty money to scare voters. But don’t buy their political bull.
It’s designed to scare you, but it’s just not true.
In agricultural counties with similar measures there have been
almost no enforcement costs and no new bureaucracy. People
and businesses are not gong to sign the legal contracts required
to grow these crops if it’s not allowed.
Why Should You Vote YES?

• Threats to our farms: When genetically engineered seed or
pollen trespasses onto our farms it can make our crops unsellable
for export or U.S. markets. This is a risk we cannot afford.

• Superweeds: Genetically engineered crops are creating
“superweeds” that resist common herbicides. Tough-to-control
superweeds damage crops, increase control costs and require
use of more expensive and higher-risk herbicides.

• Patent infringement lawsuits: In a narrow valley like ours,
genetically engineered crops put farmers at risk of being threatened with federal patent lawsuits by multi-national corporations
like Monsanto and Syngenta. Across the country, many innocent
farmers have been threatened with these lawsuits after genetically
engineered seed and pollen blew onto their farms. This just isn’t
right.
Don’t buy their political bull.

Please read Measure 15-119, get the facts, and then take a
stand with our families by Voting YES on the Family Farms
Measure (15-119) today!
Visit www.ourfamilyfarmscoalition.org for more info.
Elise Higley
Jeff Higley
Melanie L. Kuegler
Christopher M. Jagger
Vicki Hames
Tina Arapolu
Sebastian Aguilar
Mark Miklosovic
Tenasi Rama
Danita Virga
Rebecca Pierce
Olivia Hittner
Blair D. Smith

(This information furnished by Elise Higley, Our Family Farms Coalition.)

The printing of this argument does not constitute an endorsement by the
County of Jackson, nor does the county warrant the accuracy or truth of
any statement made in the argument.
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Measure 15-119 Arguments
Argument in Favor

Argument in Favor

Constitutional Conservatives Support Measure 15-119

Scientist urges a YES vote on 15-119

Wake up America Southern Oregon encourages true
conservatives to support the Family Farms Measure 15-119 and
protect private property and Jackson County’s family farmers
from genetically engineered crops.

Support local control of genetically engineered crops

Our organization is focused on restoring our country to the
values and principles embodied in the Constitution of the United
States of America. As a group that promotes ConstitutionalConservatism and the reduction of big government, supporting
any new law is something we take seriously.
But genetically engineered crops present a threat that people
from all sides of the political spectrum can agree needs to
be addressed and addressed now. No farmer should have to
worry that his crop planted on his own private property will be
contaminated and destroyed due to wind drift of pollen or seed
from a genetically engineered crop planted down the road.
Every farmer should have the freedom to plant, raise and sell a
crop that is not genetically engineered.
We cannot count on bureaucrats in Washington, DC or state
government to protect local family farmers from genetically
engineered crops. We should look past the campaign rhetoric
and stand up in support of protecting the Rogue Valley farmers
and our economy from genetically engineered crops.
Genetically engineered crops are not as nature intended and we
should continue to look to our farmers’ fields for the future of our
food supply, not laboratories.
I hope you will join Wake Up America in Voting YES on Measure
15-119.
(This information furnished by Joseph Snook, Wake Up America
Southern Oregon.)

As a local scientist who has extensively researched the risks of
genetically engineered crops I encourage all voters to support
the Family Farms Measure 15-119.
Measure 15-119 protects our agricultural resources and
local economy
Jackson County voters have one chance to protect our family
farms from genetically engineered crops and Measure 15-119
is it. We should use this opportunity to protect the unique
agricultural importance of the Rogue Valley, which is one of
the top seed growing regions in the nation.
Our mild wet winters, fertile soils, and ample irrigation water are
why we have such a lengthy history of productive agriculture.
But this resource is threatened by genetically engineered crops.
In a narrow valley like ours, it is not biologically possible to
have genetically engineered crops co-exist with traditional
crops.
From a scientific perspective, there is no question that
genetically engineered crops pose a major risk for
contaminating traditional crops through cross-pollination.
Enforcement costs for similar measures have been almost
zero.
The three western agricultural counties (Mendocino County,
Marin County and Santa Cruz County) that have similar
measures to protect farmers from genetically engineered crops
have had almost no enforcement costs. That’s because growing
genetically engineered crops requires a legal contract between
the seller and the grower and few if any businesses or individuals
would sign a contract for something that is clearly illegal.
Additionally, measure opponents have claimed there would be
costs such as “soil removal” if genetically engineered crops were
found, but absolutely nothing in Measure 15-119 requires such
an exaggerated action. This claim is just an effort to scare voters
with wildly overblown cost estimates.
I urge a YES vote on 15-119.
Preserve local control and support local family farm
businesses.
Dr. Ray Seidler, PhD in microbiology, GMO biosafety expert
Jackson County
(This information furnished by Dr. Ray Seidler.)

The printing of this argument does not constitute an endorsement by the
County of Jackson, nor does the county warrant the accuracy or truth of
any statement made in the argument.
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Measure 15-119 Arguments
Argument in Favor

Argument in Favor

THRIVE SUPPORTS FAMILY FARMS AND URGES YOU TO
VOTE YES ON MEASURE 15-119

Jackson County Family Farmers Urge
A Yes Vote on Measure 15-119

Thrive is an organization that promotes a healthy local economy
for the Rogue Valley. Few parts of that economy are as important
as our local family farms.

We are proud to be Jackson County farmers, but there is no
greater threat to our farm today than genetically engineered
crops.

The Thrive Board of Directors carefully consulted with our
members and constituents when the GEO discussion first
emerged. An overwhelming majority urged that Thrive adopt a
position in support of a ban. The Board unanimously approved
that position and as a result, we are placing this argument in the
Voter’s Pamphlet. Our business members expressed concern
with several economic issues relating to genetically engineered
crops:

Measure 15-119 is the only way we can protect ourselves
from a threat that could destroy a season’s worth of work in one
windy afternoon.

• Genetically engineered crops cannot be contained.
When pollen or seed containing GE genes travel in the wind
or are transported by birds, bees, or wildlife, they can spread
to other growers’ fields and make their crops unsellable. For
organic farmers, who have made expensive investments
to grow without synthetic fertilizers and pesticides, GEO
contamination can undermine their farming practices and cost
them the premium price they receive for their crops.
• GE crops prevent local farmers from saving or selling
their seed.
Another concern for conventional and organic growers is
that GMO contamination means they cannot save the seed
from their crops to use the next season.
• Farmers whose crops have been contaminated may be
sued.
Farmers whose crops have been contaminated not only stand
to lose income, they believe that they are at risk of being sued
for patent infringement by biotech companies or large out-ofstate agribusiness interests.
• A ban creates an economic development opportunity.
Thrive members also see the possibility of a niche marketing
opportunity for Jackson County farmers. As the only county
in Oregon that can guarantee GE-free seeds and other
produce, a ban could position the county for a stronger rural
economy.
For these reasons, the Thrive Board urges you to join
Jackson County family farmers by voting YES on Measure
15-119.

Farming has never been easy and we never expect that it will
be. But genetically engineered crops are a major threat to any
farmer who wants to be able to choose not to grow such crops.
Genetically engineered sugar beets are grown literally right
across the road from our farm.
If pollen from those beets contaminates a beet or chard seed
crop we are growing then we cannot sell it.
We can’t sell it because any seed produced from genetically
engineered pollen is legally patented and owned by an out-ofstate chemical company. Just the fact that this company’s crops
are grown across the street from our farm means that they
could threaten us at any time with a patent lawsuit that would
quickly bankrupt our farm. These types of patent lawsuits have
been filed against family farmers many times across the United
States.
The opponents of the Family Farms Measure have tried to
claim 15-119 is “costly” but these and other claims are political
smokescreens not supported by any facts. The out-of-state
companies that own the patents on genetically engineered
crops to not seem to mind if their crops put family farmers like
us out of business and Measure 15-119 is the only way we can
stand up to them.
Our farm is quickly expanding, and we are committed to
investing in Jackson County, but genetically engineered crops
are not good for family farms like ours, or the local economy.
Join our family farm in voting
YES on Measure 15-119
Anna Boesch and Jeffrey Boesch
(This information furnished by Anna Boesch.)

(This information furnished by Kevin Talbert, Thrive: The Rogue Initiative
for a Vital Economy.)

The printing of this argument does not constitute an endorsement by the
County of Jackson, nor does the county warrant the accuracy or truth of
any statement made in the argument.
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Measure 15-119 Arguments
Argument in Favor
Rancher Supports
Protecting Jackson County from Superweeds
Vote Yes on Measure 15-119
As a rancher who operates a 440-acre ranch, my business
and that of many others are directly put at risk by
“Superweeds” that develop herbicide resistance due to the
high use of herbicides on genetically engineered crops.
Genetically engineered crops are designed in laboratories to
withstand high levels of the most common herbicides. While the
extensive use of the herbicides kills many weeds, it promotes
the development of weeds that are resistant to the herbicide;
this resistance will pass on to all future generations. These
weeds and their progeny are now “Superweeds.” Genetically
engineered crops are being developed to resist stronger and
stronger herbicides, with the result that many “Superweeds” are
now resistant to all known herbicides.
The out-of-state corporations sending money to oppose the
Family Farms Measure put forth unsupported cost claims for
enforcement, but these weeds come with very real costs
to local farms and ranches. The new herbicide-resistant
“Superweeds” are extremely tough and expensive to
control.
These “Superweeds” can only be controlled if ranchers and
farmers use stronger and higher-risk herbicides and apply them
more frequently.
This costs time and money and increases health risks for
people applying these chemicals; and the higher levels of these
chemicals will end up in our drinking water and foods.
Many weeds, and their progeny, are now developing
resistance to all the herbicides used for genetically
engineered crops.
Vote Yes on Measure 15-119 and help protect the Rogue
Valley from high-impact “Superweeds.”
Suzanne Willow, Willow-Witt Ranch
(This information furnished by Suzanne Willow, Willow-Witt Ranch.)

Argument in Favor
I’m a Christian, a Nurse, and a Mother
I Am Not an “Activist”
And I’m Voting Yes on the Family Farms Measure 15-119.
My interest in protecting our farmers, food supply and our
children from genetically engineered crops comes from the fact
I am a Christian, a nurse, and a mother. I also have a child who
survived cancer at age eight.
I support Measure 15-119 because the seeds farmers have
grown for hundreds of years are being genetically engineered
to withstand large quantities of herbicides, patented by chemical
corporations, and released into our valley, where they threaten
our farmers, our children and our health.
Nutrient-rich plants are what sustain our health while also
producing the seed that can be passed on through the seasons
to feed our children and grandchildren.
Genesis 1:29: God said, “Behold, I have given you every
plant yielding seed that is on the surface of all the earth, and
every tree which has fruit yielding seed; it shall be food for
you.”
Regardless of your personal faith, these words are relevant to us
all. I believe this issue is moral more than political.
The large amounts of money from across the country opposing
this measure make it obvious that this is about big business and
has nothing to do with the real and potential risks we face in
Jackson County.
I am proud to know that I will be in good company when I
stand up with Rogue Valley family farmers and vote Yes on
15-119.
Corinthians 3:6-17: “I planted the seed, Apollos watered it,
but God has been making it grow. So neither the one who
plants nor the one who waters is anything, but only God, who
makes things grow.”
My faith teaches me that seeds are God’s creation. But whatever
your faith, I hope you will Vote Yes on Measure 15-119.
Cheryl Miller Levie, Jackson County
(This information furnished by Cheryl Miller Levie.)
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Measure 15-119 Arguments
Argument in Favor
Rogue Farm Corps Urges a Yes Vote for Measure 15-119
Rogue Farm Corps is committed to training tomorrow’s
farmers and ranchers through skills-based education in the
Rogue Valley to ensure strong local farm economies.
We support Measure 15-119 because:
“Genetically engineered crops pose a real risk to the
future of family farming in the Rogue Valley. Measure 15119 is how Jackson County can protect our farms, our
farmers and our local economy. This measure should unify
everyone in our county that values family farms and their
important role in our community.”
Plant Oregon, a Local Nursery Business of 40 years
Supports Measure 15-119
There is No Effect on Lawn Grass or Carnations
Claims that 15-119 would affect people’s lawn grass or
carnations are just silly political scare tactics. There is no
approved genetically engineered lawn grass or carnations.
What this measure does is protect local farm businesses from
the threats of genetically engineered crops, ranging from crop
contamination to Superweeds.
What we know is that genetically engineered crops can crosspollinate and contaminate traditional crops. Even opposition
spokesman publicly admitted this, stating, “Is there risk of
genetically modified alfalfa cross-pollinating with conventional
alfalfa? Absolutely.” (Ron Bjork, Mail Tribune, Feb 14, 2014)
Rogue Valley Farm to School Says Vote YES on 15-119
Rogue Valley Farm to School educates children about our
food system through hands-on farm and garden programs, and
by increasing local foods in school meals. We work to inspire an
appreciation of local agriculture that improves the economy and
environment of our community and the health of its members.
We support Measure 15-119 because:
“Family farms are an economic force in Jackson County,
and family farms are the sites we rely on to host our
education programs. The impacts of allowing genetically
engineered crop production in southern Oregon will be
devastating to family farms, our food system and our local
economy – and thus to each of us all individually.”
(This information furnished by Elise Higley, Our Family Farms Coalition.)

Argument in Favor
Friends of Family Farmers asks you
Vote ‘YES’ on the Family Farms Measure 15-119
to Protect Family Farms
Friends of Family Farmers protects the ability of family farmers
in Oregon to build successful farm businesses. We urge a YES
vote on 15-119 to protect Jackson County family farmers from
the economic risks associated with poorly regulated genetically
engineered crops.
Measure 15-119 protects farmers’ right to farm without the
economic impacts of trespass from genetically engineered
pollen, seed and herbicide-resistant weeds.
Already, the US Department of Agriculture (USDA) provides lax
oversight over genetically engineered crops.
Last year, unauthorized Monsanto wheat nearly destroyed
Oreon’s wheat industry, a discovery prompting international
buyers to refuse Oregon wheat for months. Recently
released records show that “USDA’s oversight of field trials for
genetically engineered crops is inadequate, and the agency is
unable to track even the number of ‘noncompliance’ incidents
that developers report.” Capital Press, 3/20/2014
Unfortunately, multi-billion dollar corporations that patent
genetically engineered seed are not being good neighbors
in the Rogue Valley.
Last June, when local farmers sought cooperation from Swiss
multi-national Syngenta in coordinating plantings to prevent
contamination of crops with genetically engineered material,
“Syngenta representatives announced the company no
longer saw a point in attending meetings and then walked
out.” The Oregonian, 7/15/2013
Don’t be fooled by the folksy sounding ‘Good Neighbor
Farmers’ group. They are bankrolled by out-of-state interests
and the Farm Bureau Political Action Committee, which is
supported by Monsanto, Dow Chemical, Syngenta and other
chemical corporations.
In the Willamette Valley, farmers are protected by restrictions on
genetically engineered bentgrass and canola crops that threaten
the seed farming industry in that area. Jackson County farmers
enjoy no such protections.
More than 140 Rogue Valley family farms support Measure
15-119 to protect their livelihoods and their right to farm
without being trespassed on.
Please vote YES on Measure 15-119, to protect family farmers
and the economy in Jackson County.
(This information furnished by Ivan Maluski, Friends of Family Farmers.)
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Measure 15-119 Arguments
Argument Against
The Scientific Consensus on GMOs

As director of the International Biotechnology Program at the
University of California Davis and an expert in biotechnology
for over 25 years, I urge you to vote No o`n Measure 15-119.
It’s a misguided effort to ban genetically modified crops, despite
scientific consensus that GMOs are safe and can benefit our
food supply.
GMOs are safe:
• An overwhelming majority of scientists, medical experts,
eminent organizations such as the National Academy of
Sciences, the American Medical Association and over 600
peer-reviewed scientific studies have all concluded that
crops produced using modern biotechnology techniques
are safe.
• An estimated 2 trillion meals containing GM ingredients have
been eaten around the world over the last 16 years without
a single substantiated case of ill-health.
• The World Health Organization has said that: “No effects on
human health have been shown as a result of the consumption of such foods by the general population in the countries
where they have been approved.”1
GMOs produce important benefits:
• A potato has been developed in Idaho with an 80% reduction
in acrylamide, a potential carcinogen produced when some
foods such as potatoes are cooked.
• Omega-three fatty acids have been increased in soybean
oil to provide a land-based source of the oil that has been
shown to protect against cardiovascular disease and cancer
and improve mental acuity.
• Golden rice, which provides beta carotene in the grain,
can protect against vitamin A deficiency which can result in
blindness, and development and immune disorders. This
disease of poverty kills as many as 2.8 million people annually, mostly women and children under 5.
Measure 15-119 is too costly:
• Enforcing a ban could cost the county over $200,000 a year,
according to the county administrator,—Mail Tribune, March
13, 2014 and would divert funding from other essential
services.
• Any expense to enforce the measure is too costly, when
there’s zero scientific basis for banning GMOs. Vote No.

Argument Against
MEASURE 15-119 IS BAD FOR
JACKSON COUNTY’S BUDGET
VOTE NO!

A Costly New Government Program

Measure 15-119 is the wrong use of already scarce county resources. To enforce a ban on one method of farming, Jackson
County would have to hire and train new staff to inspect farms. The
county administrator projects the enforcement and administrative
costs to be at least $200,000 a year.
A Drain on a Strained County Budget

Consider this: Jackson County Sheriff’s Department lost 13 deputy
positions this year; the DA’s office has lost three positions; there
aren’t nearly enough probation officers to supervise offender who
are on parole. When the county is struggling to pay for its most
basic needs – public safety – why should citizens vote to create
a costly new program that is unnecessary? The $200,000 price
tag is reason enough to say No to Measure 15-119. Jackson
County cannot afford it.
Hidden Costs that Could Skyrocket

While we know administrative costs could top $200,000, the real
cost to the county could be even higher. Supporters of Measure
15-119 will tell you that farmers will be required to pay for the
costs of investigation and abatement, but they’re not telling you
the whole story. The county will be left with the tab if a farmer
can’t pay, and if the abatement costs are so high that the land is
forced into foreclosure. By the county administrator’s estimates,
abatement on a 20-acre farm could be as high as $1.7 million!
MEASURE 15-119 IS TOO COSTLY AND COULD MAKE A
BAD COUNTY BUDGET EVEN WORSE.
VOTE NO ON MEASURE 15-119!

(This information furnished by John B. Dimick.)

World Health Organization, 20 Questions on Genetically Modified Foods
1

(This information furnished by Martina Newell-McLoughlin, D.Sc. Director, University of California Systemwide Biotechnology Research and
Education Program.)
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Measure 15-119 Arguments
Argument Against
MEASURE 15-119 AFFECTS EVERYONE – Vote No

Voters should reject Measure 15-119. This measure negatively
affects every Jackson County resident. Every taxpayer will help
foot the bill for the county to enforce the ordinance, and the broad
reach of the regulation means that not just farmers but also home
gardeners, medical marijuana growers and even people with
certain types of grass or nursery plants in their yard could
be the target of lawsuits under the measure.

Everyone living in Jackson County will be negatively affected
should this measure pass.

1. First, the measure will divert taxpayer dollars away from
public safety, libraries, extension programs and other county
services that are already being cut due to lagging revenues.
In fact, the measure’s administrative costs are projected to
be more than $200,000 annually. In addition, a recent county
analysis finds abatement, which includes plant testing, removal and soil remediation – could run between $300,000
and $1.7 million for a 20-acre parcel.
2. Second, farmers would be subject to complaints, inspections
and legal fees, even if they do not grow GMO crops or plants.
3. Third, the measure could also prohibit certain ornamental
flowers, nursery plants, lawn seed and even some strains
of medical marijuana that are modified to create a beneficial
result.
4. Finally, county taxpayers would be liable for legal costs,
including the costs for the county to defend itself when the
ordinance is likely challenged in court.

This poorly written, misguided measure amounts to an unfunded
mandate that will impact every taxpayer in Jackson County, and
allows individuals and groups to bring lawsuits against not just
Jackson County farmers, but also gardeners and regular citizens.
VOTE NO on Measure 15-119.

Argument Against
No, You Can’t Tell Me What I Can and Can’t Do on My Own
Property
I urge my fellow neighbors in Jackson County to vote No on Measure 15-119, because it’s an unreasonable attack on my rights as
a private property owner.
I don’t assume to have any legal or moral right to tell my neighbors how they use their land, nor do I believe they should do the
same to me. This proposal is an attempt to regulate how I use
or lease my own land, and it is a poor attempt to over-extend
government regulation.
I don’t necessarily have an opinion on the planting of genetically
modified crops, although I do not believe the proponents of this
measure have adequately proven that they have been harmed
in any way by the presence of a few small plantings in Jackson
County, despite their claims otherwise. GM crops have been
studied, reviewed and regulated by at least three federal agencies
and scores of third-party, peer reviewed sources. To ban them in
Jackson County means that some individual rights as a farmer or
property owner will be diminished, and that some farmers will be
denied access to a legally approved, safe tool that may increase
their profitability, or efficiencies in production.

More importantly, though, this measure seeks to impose an unnecessary limit on my rights as a property owner. If I were to be
offered a reasonable sum by a neighbor, or other third party who
wished to rent or lease my land for legal and legitimate use in
farming, I should have that right, without undue restriction.

Measure 15-119 is a dangerous step toward over-regulation,
and our local government can not afford it.
I do not support the use of our limited county finances for such
a poor policy.
(This information furnished by Marilyn Frink, Frink Ranch.)

(This information furnished by Melissa Damon, Damon Livestock.)
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Measure 15-119 Arguments
Argument Against
KEEP THE GOVERNMENT OFF OUR FARMS
AND GARDENS
VOTE NO ON MEASURE 15-119

Voters should reject Measure 15-119. This measure is egregious
in its blatant violation of private property rights and the sweeping
powers it grants to county government to access the property of
private citizens.
Measure 15-119 allows government inspectors to access
private property and confiscate crops if they suspect noncompliant farm practices:
• To investigate a complaint or allegation, the county code
enforcement officer must access the private property of
the person who is the subject of the complaint or allegation
in order to obtain a sample of the crop, plant or flower for
testing.
• An “emergency clause” give the unelected County Services
Director the authority to immediately seize and destroy crops
and charge the landowner for the cost.

• Measure 15-119 violates Oregon’s Right to Farm and Forest Law, taking away farmers’ protections from government
intrusion into agricultural practices that have been honored
and upheld for more than 20 years.
• The ordinance would likely be challenged in court with
taxpayers footing the legal costs.

The worst part of Measure 15-119 is that it sacrifices private property rights over a method of farming that has not been proven to
pose any risk to humans, animals or the environment. In fact, there
have been more than 1,700 peer-reviewed studies over the past
decade and none points to higher risks. The American Medical
Association does not support a ban.I In an editorial last year, the
New York Times noted that the Federal Food and Drug Administration also found no basis for “concluding that foods developed
by bioengineering techniques present different or greater safety
concerns than foods developed by traditional plant breeding.” II
Measure 15-119 and the power it gives to government to access
the private property of Jackson County residents is outrageous.
Vote NO on Measure 15-119.

Argument Against
Vote No on Measure 15-119

Prevent a costly new government program; protect Jackson County farmers

As president of the Oregon Farm Bureau, I urge you to vote no
on Measure 15-119. This misguided measure creates a new government bureaucracy to police farms and regulate what and how
crops are grown. To enforce the ban on one method of farming,
Jackson County will be forced to hire additional staff to inspect
farms and ranches for compliance. Administrative costs are
projected to be more that $200,000 a year.

Your county commissioners are more than aware of how damaging
that price tag is. They’re the ones who have had to make tough
budget choices that have led to cutting law enforcement positions,
veterans’ services programs and the possible closure of libraries.
And even with those difficult budget reductions, they’ve tapped
the Rainy Day fund to prevent even further cuts. With strained
fiscal conditions like these, Jackson County simply cannot afford
to hire and train the staff necessary to administer Measure 15-119.
In addition to the diversion of taxpayer dollars for an expensive
new program, there are many other reasons to vote No:

• Intrudes on a farmer’s right to grow what and how they want;
• Empowers government inspectors to access private property
and destroy crops;
• Opens farmers up to frivolous lawsuits by special interest
groups;
• Creates a government mandate to regulate issues that
farmers have historically solved through cooperation and
communication.

This is just the tip of the iceberg. The full cost to the county – and
your community – isn’t fully known.
Please Vote No on Measure 15-119.

(This information furnished by Barry Bushue, Oregon Farm Bureau
Federation, President.)

American Medical Association policy book, H-480.958 Bioengineered (Genetically Engineered) Crops and Foods
I

II

The New York Times Editorial, March 14, 2013

(This information furnished by Lee Bradshaw, Jackson County Stockmens.)
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Measure 15-119 Arguments
Argument Against
Measure 15-119 is Poorly Conceived, Flawed and Costly to
Jackson County Residents.
It creates numerous hardships for Jackson County farmers and
ranchers and may cost the county and taxpayers hundreds of
thousands of dollars annually. To be competitive, and economically healthy, Jackson County’s farmers and producers must have
access to the innovations and technologies that promise greater
yields, better environmental stewardship, and greater return on
investment.
Measure 15-119 does the opposite. Rather than promote opportunity for all, it penalizes farmers for using valuable new technologies and bans the future availability of such tools.
• Measure 15-119 strips local property owners of their right
to choose how lands may be used in future agricultural
production.
• Measure 15-119 benefits very few local producers, at the
great expense of many others.

• Enforcement could cost county taxpayers over $200,000 annually, and local landowners/farmers could find themselves
forced to pay millions in unnecessary remediation, according
to the Jackson County Administrator.—Mail Tribune, March
13, 2014

Measure 15-119 Makes Jackson County Less Competitive:

To be competitive with neighboring counties, and across the
state and nation – local producers must be able to make the
agricultural and business choices that offer them the best opportunity to succeed.
• Measure 15-119 would require many local farmers to resort
to older, potentially more environmentally challenging methods of production, creating additional questions for future
generations.

• Measure 15-119 would limit future agricultural and economic
opportunities in Jackson County, creating competitive disadvantages for local farm-businesses.

Measure 15-119 is Wrong for Jackson County’s Hardworking
Agriculture Community
Between the added expense to taxpayers, increased government
costs, intrusion on farmers, ranchers and other private property
owners, this misguided measure will result in more harm than
good for residents of Jackson County.

Argument Against
Measure 15-119 Hurts Jackson County Farmers!

Measure 15-119 is an attempt by a small minority of local residents
to control local policy negatively affecting thousands of other
Jackson County farmers, ranchers, businesses, and taxpayers.
In addition, Measure 15-119 is so poorly conceived and full of
dangerous unintended consequences that it merits rejection by
Jackson County voters.

In reality, there are actually very few farmers and ranchers in
Jackson County who make it their choice to plant genetically modified plants, and their presence is often geographically very small
and of limited size so they pose no true threat to other farmers,
organic or conventional. In fact, there was no evidence presented
to a USDA study group that any organic farmer has ever lost his
certification because of exposure to a GM crop. A recent report
by the group, USDA Advisory Committee 21, found that efforts to
promote successful co-existence is a better investment of time,
energy and resources for all producers.1
Our County Can’t Afford Witch Hunts!

The enforcement and reporting provisions of 15-119 pits neighbors
against each other, and farmer against farmer. County enforcement of the measure may exceed $200,000 annually. Further,
the measure is likely subject to court challenge, which will further
deplete county resources. When the county is already forced to
choose between needed extension services or youth programs,
it is difficult to justify this costly measure.
No to Measure 15-119.

Farmers and ranchers in Jackson County should be free to make
their own choices on their property. County government should
be allowed to efficiently serve its citizens and policy that pits
neighbors against each other should be avoided.
Vote No on Measure 15-119

“Enhancing Coexistence: A Report of the AC21 to the Secretary of Agriculture,” USDA Advisory Committee on Biotechnology and 21st Century
Agriculture, November 19, 2012
1

(This information furnished by Roger Beyer, AG-PAC, Chair.)

I urge you to reject Measure 15-119 and instead seek sustainable alternatives that promote co-existence, mutual success and
sound policy for all of Jackson County’s farmers, ranchers, and
property owners and taxpayers.
(This information furnished by Scott Dahlman, Oregonians for Food &
Shelter, 503-370-8092.)
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Measure 15-119 Arguments
Argument Against
No on 15-119
My Home, My Property, My Rights!

I urge you to vote No on Measure 15-119. This proposal is a
dramatic intrusion on the rights of private property owners here
in Jackson County. The determination to either farm my land or
lease my farmable land to a third party is, and should remain, my
own choice. To propose a measure, sue as 15-119, that purports
to limit what I farm, how I farm, which production practices I can
use, and to whom I can lease or rent my land, is a significant
over-extension of unnecessary government regulation.

Given the struggling economic realities of Jackson County, it
makes little or no sense to limit land use, or agricultural production for the sole benefit of a small handful of individuals. It makes
even less sense to support a proposal that could in fact decrease
my own land values, or potential income and economic gain.
The County Administrator has also gone on record stating
that enforcement of Measure 15-119 may cost more than
$200,000 per year. —Mail Tribune March 13, 2014. Land and
private property owners may be held responsible for more than
$1 million, if found in violation of this unnecessary ordinance.
Our county government does not have the adequate financial
resources needed to pay for this measure, and it is certainly not
worth the intrusion on my rights as a property owner.
I urge you to Vote No on Measure 15-119.
(This information furnished by Glenn Eary.)

Argument Against
MEASURE 15-119: Unfair & Unnecessary
An Attack on Jackson County Farmers and Ranchers

Before you cast your vote on Measure 15-119, consider these
flaws in the measure that threaten Jackson County farmers and
ranchers and our local agricultural economy.

Measure 15-119: Empowers government to enter private
property
This flawed measure would give unelected bureaucrats the power
to access farmers’ and ranchers’ property based on nothing more
than suspicion of non-compliant farm practices.
Measure 15-119: Allows government inspectors to seize
and destroy crops
This flawed measure includes an emergency clause that is overly
broad and poorly defined, giving an unelected bureaucrat the
power to immediately confiscate and destroy crops on farm and
ranch property without any due process of law.

Measure 15-119: Violates Oregon’s Right to Farm and
Forest Law
This flawed measure flies in the face of a long-respected state
law that protects farmers from government intrusion and frivolous
lawsuits. Oregon’s Right to Farm and Forest law has been honored
since 1993. Measure 15-119 threatens one of the state’s most
important policies for ensuring a healthy agricultural economy.
Measure 15-119: Subjects farmers to frivolous lawsuits
This flawed measure gives any citizen or special interest group
the power to file a lawsuit against a farmer to enforce the ban,
even if their lawsuit is based solely on suspicion. Unfair, frivolous
lawsuits could wrap up farmers and ranchers in lengthy and costly
court battles, and even if they’re found in compliance, they’ll be on
the hook for legal bills. This provision of the law has the potential
for pitting neighbor against neighbor and dividing communities

Measure 15-119: Vote No!
This flawed measure is wrong for Jackson County. We should
be supporting our local farmers and not burden them with unnecessary regulations. Cooperation and communication amongst
farmers has always been the best path for resolving problems, not
government intrusion and overreach. Vote No on Measure 15-119!
(This information furnished by Kay Teisl, Oregon Cattlemen’s Association.)
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Measure 15-119 Arguments
Argument Against
Measure 15-119: Unnecessary Government Bureaucracy
Vs. A Better Way

Unnecessary Government Bureaucracy:
Measure 15-119 requires Jackson County to create a new government program to enforce a ban on one method of farming. It
will be left up to unelected bureaucrats to investigate farmers for
compliance. Because the county lacks the expertise investigating genetically modified crops, it will be forced to pay for outside
experts for testing and analysis. The cost for the first year alone,
according the county administrator: more than $250,000!—Mail
Tribune, March 13, 2014
A Better Way:
Vote No on Measure 15-119 because it tries to solve a problem
that doesn’t exist. Jackson County farmers and ranchers have
always engaged in open communication to make sure they can
work their lands in harmony with their neighbors.

Unnecessary Government Bureaucracy:
Measure 15-119 violates Oregon’s Right to Farm and Forest law1,
which protects farmers from oppressive government regulation
and intrusion. The new ordinance would allow government inspectors to enter private property and confiscate and destroy crops
under its emergency clause.
A Better Way:
Vote No on Measure 15-119 to protect the spirit of the Right to
Farm and Forest law. The law was put in place in 1993 to give
farmers the freedom to operate without unnecessary regulation,
so the agricultural economy can thrive.

Unnecessary Government Bureaucracy:
Measure 15-119 diverts funding from existing county services that
are already underfunded. This county is already struggling to pay
for sheriff’s deputies, libraries and the OSU Extensive Service. We
can’t afford to spend a single penny on unnecessary programs.
A Better Way:
Vote No on Measure 15-119 to send a message that Jackson
County supports cooperation amongst farmers rather than costly
regulatory schemes that the county doesn’t need.
1

ORS 30.930-30.947

Argument Against
Measure 15-119 Will Be a Financial Disaster for Jackson
County

According to a report from Jackson County Administrator Danny
Jordan, the proposed ordinance banning the very small number
of genetically modified crops grown here could cost county government and local taxpayers hundreds of thousands of dollars in
start up and perhaps millions in ongoing enforcement expenses.
The report is filled with warning for the county’s already empty
coffers, and taxpayers. Possible “field clean up” costs could easily exceed enforcement costs, and that’s very bad news for local
property owners. —Mail Tribune March 13, 2014
Annual Costs of At Least $219,000!

Jackson County’s finances are already stretched thin. Recent
cutbacks have left county managers making tough decisions
that are near and dear to us all. Local and valuable programs
and services are already at risk, like county extension and 4-H.
Passage of 15-119 likely means more difficult cutbacks.

Landowners found in violation of this measure could face costs
as high as $1.7M, according to the Administrator, depending
on the specific case. These are costs that our county and local
residents cannot afford.
Measure 15-119 is Misleading

1. Proponents say there are no county costs – and yet, there
are significant county expenses ($219,000) that we cannot
afford.

2. Proponents suggest banning genetically modified organisms
will improve local land values. In fact, the practical impact
of this measure may likely mean future values decline as
access to new technology and innovation that farmers need,
is not allowed here, in turn limiting interest and investment.
3. A ban likely subjects the county itself to expensive and costly
litigation, as the Measure is certain to be challenged in court.
I urge Jackson County voters to say NO to
Measure 15-119.

(This information furnished by Bruce Schulz.)

(This information furnished by Dalton Strauss, Strauss Ranches, LLC.)
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Measure 15-119 Arguments
Argument Against
VOTE NO ON MEASURE 15-119:

Measure 15-119 leaves Jackson County farmers vulnerable to
unnecessary new regulations and frivolous lawsuits and allows
government inspectors onto our property where they can confiscate crops or plants. Measure 15-119 is requires a new government program that intrudes on our farmers’ property rights,
divides communities and ruins our agricultural economy. I
urge you to Vote No on Measure 15-119.

Measure 15-119 threatens farmers by:
• Allowing government inspectors to access farmers’ property, where the proposed ordinance would allow them to
confiscate crops. The bar for intrusion onto our farms is
frighteningly low.
• Including an emergency clause that gives government
inspectors the power to immediately seize and destroy
crops and leave the landowner on hook for the cost. The
emergency clause in Measure 15-119 is poorly defined and
gives unprecedented power to an unelected bureaucrat to
infringe on a farmers’ right to operate his or her land without
fear of government intrusion.
• Opening farmers up to frivolous lawsuits by any citizen
or special interest group that targets a farmer to enforce the
ban based solely on the belief that a farmer might not be
complying with the ordinance. This enforcement mechanism
in the measure leaves farmers vulnerable to witch hunts
and baseless attacks.

These provisions of Measure 15-119 are costly for both farmers and the county! Farmers could face fines equal to twice the
value of their farm property. The county administrator projects
the measure will cost the county more than $200,000 a year
to enforce. —Mail Tribune March 13, 2014 At a time Jackson
County is cutting sheriff’s deputy positions and threatening to
close libraries, we cannot risk the county’s budget on a program
that we don’t need.
(This information furnished by Ron Bjork, Jackson County Farm Bureau,
President.)

Argument Against
Measure 15-119 hurts Jackson County farmers and
taxpayers

The Oregon Farm Bureau Federation was created to defend the
rights of farmers, and represent their best interests before the
public and government.
Measure 15-119 is NOT in the best interests of farmers, nor the
citizens and taxpayers of Jackson County.

Measure 15-119 may have a damaging, long-term impact on
the future of agriculture in Jackson County. The USDA Advisory
Committee on Agriculture in the 21st Century attests to the benefits of technology and innovation that farmers need today and
in the future.
Whether or not they choose to plant genetically engineered crops,
grow organic plants, or even seed their fields by the lunar calendar,
that is their decision to make, not that of a very small minority
of farmers looking to either increase their already notable profit
margin at the expense of a much larger community. I would also
oppose a measure that banned any other method of farming.

The Farm Bureau supports freedom of choice for farmers, and
defends Oregon’s Right to Farm and Forest Law, which protects
our local agricultural community from misleading and dangerous
measures, just like 15-119.
Measure 15-119 is:

• Bad policy for agriculture and the county economy.
• An unfair limitation on farmers’ rights.
• Likely to make local farmers unable to compete in the marketplace.
• Likely to be challenged in court violating the state’s Right to
Farm and Forest Law.
• An intrusion on private property rights
• Unnecessary.

Also, in light of the County Administrator’s analysis that suggests
the county cannot easily afford the annual cost ($219,000) of enforcement for an un-needed ordinance, passage of this measure
simply amounts to very bad policy.

Finally, this proposal not only forces many farmers to resort to
less environmentally friendly forms of agricultural production, but
enforcement and “police” provisions essentially create an environment where neighbors are pitted against each other, and farmers
are made criminals for growing a legal, safe crop.
Vote No on Measure 15-119.

(This information furnished by Ian Tolleson, Oregon Farm Bureau
Federation.)

The printing of this argument does not constitute an endorsement by the
County of Jackson, nor does the county warrant the accuracy or truth of
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Measure 15-119
Arguments
Argument Against
MEASURE 15-119: A COST WE CAN’T AFFORD
VOTE NO!

Voters should reject Measure 15-119 because it creates a new
government program costing more than $200,000 per year to
administer even as Jackson County commissioners contemplate
cuts to basic services and local programs they can no longer
afford.
Consider these facts:

• The measure’s administrative costs are projected to be more
than $200,000 annually.
• Enforcement, abatement and legal costs could top more
than $1 million.
• The county would need to add a full-time code enforcement
officer, hire outside experts and dedicate other staff to administering the new mandate, at a time when budget cuts
have forced the county to eliminate more than 230 positions
since 2007.
• No lab in Oregon has the ability to test for genetic modification of plants, which would add to the County’s administration
and enforcement costs.

MEASURE 15-119 SPENDS MONEY WE DON’T HAVE

• Commissioners have proposed closing 14 branch libraries,
and even the main library, unless the special tax district
measure passes.
• The county announced last summer it could no longer pave
unimproved, gravel roads.
• Budget cuts have included veterans’ services programs.
• The sheriff’s office has cut overtime and lost 13 deputy
positions this year.
• Cuts in probation and parole left fewer than 20 probation
officers to supervise more than 1,800 offenders.

Measure 15-121
Jackson County (by referral)
Ballot Title

15-121

Establish Agricultural Extension Service District for
Gardens, Farms, Forests, 4-H
QUESTION: Shall District be formed with a permanent tax rate
limit of $0.05 per $1,000 assessed value, beginning July 1,
2014?
SUMMARY: If approved, would establish the “Jackson County
4-H, Master Gardener and Agricultural Extension Service
District” encompassing all of Jackson County. District’s
purpose is to serve urban, suburban, and rural residents and
agricultural operations through:
• 4-H, Master Gardeners, Food Preservers, Land Stewards,
Small Woodlands and other activities for youth, families,
older adults;
• Technical assistance for farmers, forest owners, nursery
growers, orchardists, viticulturalists;
• Objective, research-based education supporting current
and future needs;
• Preserving and increasing the economic vitality and
environmental value of rural areas surrounding urban
regions.

Let’s get real. Jackson County can’t afford Measure 15-119.
Vote NO.

Declining federal funding to County has resulted in cuts to
local programs, including Agricultural Extension. District could
levy maximum rate of $0.05 per $1,000 assessed value,
which cannot be increased. District is not required to levy
full tax rate each year. Revenues could only be used to fund
District activities and not for other purposes. Average County
homeowner with $154,210 taxable value would pay maximum
of $7.71 per year.

(This information furnished by Kara Glass.)

The Board of County Commissioners would govern the District.
An annual audit would be available to the public.

Explanatory Statement
What will this measure do?
It would establish the “Jackson County 4-H, Master Gardener
and Agricultural Extension Service District” and set its maximum
property tax rate at $0.05 per $1,000 of assessed property value.
The District would provide dedicated funding for Extension
programs and activities in Jackson County.
Why is this necessary?
Declining federal funding to Jackson County and increased
demands for funding mandatory county services threatened to
eliminate County funding for the Southern Oregon Research
and Extension Center effective July 1, 2013. Short-term funding
through June 2014 was granted so supporters of Extension
could find new local funding sources to maintain services after
that date. For 100 years Extension services have been funded
by a combination of state, federal, and local funds. Federal and
state funding will stop if local funding is not secured.

The printing of this argument does not constitute an endorsement by the
County of Jackson, nor does the county warrant the accuracy or truth of
any statement made in the argument.
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What is OSU Extension Service?
Extension is Oregon State University’s off-campus educational
system. Extension is responsible for providing objective, relevant
educational programs and activities that are responsive to the
realities of Jackson County, and are based on research and
information that support current and future needs. Extension

Measure 15-121

Jackson County (by referral)

has served the residents of Jackson County since 1914, helping
homeowners, gardeners, farmers, ranchers, orchardists, small
woodlot owners, viticulturaltists, business people, families,
youth, and older adults to access knowledge and develop skills
relevant to the economic vitality and environmental value of our
County.
Extension programs and activities are delivered by eight
OSU faculty members and hundreds of volunteers involved in
programs for 4-H Youth Development, Master Gardener, Land
Steward, Small Woodlot Manager, Small Farms, and Master
Food Preserver, plus other programs for families, youth, and
older adults. Nearly 600 programs and activities are delivered
each year, including:
• 4-H projects in government, civics and leadership, science,
technology, animal husbandry, natural science, horticulture,
expressive arts; in-school, after-school, and summer youth
natural resource programs; County Fair and Spring shows
• Livestock production, marketing, nutrition, reproduction;
pasture and hay-ground management; hay testing,
feeding regimen assistance; noxious weed management,
agricultural soil testing
• Forest management, reforestation, forest health, forest
ecology, harvesting, marketing, habitat enhancement,
watershed management, weed management, fire

protection, wood products, biomass utilization; tax
mitigation
• Commercial and non-commercial field, orchard, and fruit
crop production; marketing; integrated pest management;
water-wise plant selection, water conservation; pruning,
grafting; landscape maintenance; use of fertilizers,
pesticide alternatives; wine-grape production; soil testing;
Plant Clinic (advice to homeowners)
• Food preservation (canning, drying, freezing, etc.),
preparation and safety; nutrition education; pressure
canning testing service; food safety hotline
How much will this cost?
The District would be authorized to collect up to $0.05 per $1,000
of assessed value; however, the District is not required to collect
the full rate each year. The owner of a home with the average
taxable value of $154,210 would pay $7.71 or less per year.
Can the tax rate ever be increased or the taxes used for
other purposes?
No. The permanent tax rate can never be increased and
revenues can only be used to fund Extension programs and
activities benefitting County residents.  
(This information furnished by Don Skundrick, Chair, Board of
Commissioners, Jackson County.)

Boundaries of the “Jackson County 4-H, Master Gardener and
Agricultural Extension Service District”
The boundaries of the proposed District include all territory within
Jackson County, including the territories of all incorporated cities
within Jackson County, each of which has consented to inclusion
of its city territory in the District.
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Service District will, if approved, have a permanent property tax rate limit of $.05 per $1,000 for operating
purposes as authorized by ORS 451.547.

Measures

GI S

Measure 15-121 Arguments
Argument in Favor

Argument in Favor

Our families have benefitted greatly from participating in 4-H
programs over the years. 4-H teaches youngsters important
life skills and helps them develop into responsible, independent
citizens. 4-Hers learn to make important decisions, preparing
them for greater decisions later in life. 4-H participants learn to
make a budget, plan for expenses, take responsiblity for their
projects, and keep records, all skills that are necessary to run a
small business. The challenges of taking on an important project
prepares them for life. One of the most important parts of the
4-H programs is giving back to the community. Jackson County
benefits in many ways from the responsible, independent, community spirited youngsters and the families who support them.
Let’s keep 4-H growing and giving in Jackson County!

We have an excellent quality of life in Jackson County. Much of
the unique character of our community can be attributed to the
forests that surround us. In fact, ninety-two percent of the land
in Jackson County is classed as forest land. Forests contribute
to the beauty, wildlife habitat, water quality and recreational opportunities that we enjoy in this valley.

(This information furnished by The Davis family: Rick, Mary and Ryan;
The Frazier family: RJ and Michelle; The Buck family: Josh, Jenn, Madison, Abigail and Gracie; The Poll family: Rob, Lesley, Matthew, Annie
and Emma; The Bowser-Smith family: Tim, Carissa, Kolbee, Kaetriauna,
Kristalyn.)

Approximately twenty-four percent of our forest land is owned by
non-industrial private land owners. Many of these 3000 landowners rely on the Southern Oregon Research and Extension Center
(SOREC) for objective, research based information and education
to help manage their land.
In the last decade, timber harvests from these non-industrial
lands provided an average annual Farm Gate value of $8 million in timber harvest. In addition to providing income to the land
owners these harvests have also meant jobs for timber fallers,
truckers and mill workers.

Another unique feature of our community is its agricultural base.
Agriculture has long been important to our local economy. With
the growth of vineyards, wineries and small farms its import will
increase. Here again you can see the positive impact of SOREC
and its viticulture and small farms programs.
Other SOREC programs: Master Gardeners, 4H, Master Food
Preservers, Land Stewards programs touch and enrich thousands
of lives in our community each year while teaching values that
respect and care for the land.

Currently for every dollar that the County invests in SOREC an
additional $8.48 are brought into Jackson County by SOREC
through contracts, grants, State and Federal support. That is good
leverage on an investment!
We urge you to vote FOR ballot Measure 15-121.

(This information furnished by Dennis and Victoria Morgan.)

The printing of this argument does not constitute an endorsement by the
County of Jackson, nor does the county warrant the accuracy or truth of
any statement made in the argument.
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Measure 15-121 Arguments
Argument in Favor
We support the Extension Service Measure Number 15-121
for the value it brings to our employees, their families and the
economic health of Jackson County businesses. We benefit
from employees who learned from their 4-H experiences, whose
families are involved in a broad range of the Extension’s community education programs and from our customers in the local
agricultural economy who buy from local businesses, such as
Medford Fabrication, and who find solutions through the Southern
Oregon Research and Extension Center.
The Southern Oregon Research and Extension Center works
for us and we support the establishment of a district to support
its ongoing work.
Please join the Thorndike Family and Medford Fabrication in
supporting Measure 15-121.
William D. Thorndike, Jr.
President
Medford Fabrication

(This information furnished by William D. Thorndike, Jr., Medford
Fabrication.)

Argument in Favor
Every year our stores support the 4-H program through the purchase of livestock raised by enterprising youngsters. We enjoy
going to the auction each year, not just to see what we’re buying
for our customers, but to watch the youngsters displaying their
hard work and to see the excitement in their eyes.

Our local Extension center supports not only the future leadership of our community through 4-H, but also one of the largest
Master Gardener programs in Oregon, research programs for
our orchards and vineyards, help to small landowners of farms,
forests and fields. All of these agricultural enterprises are important
to our community.
We cannot imagine even one year without a 4-H auction, or our
local farmers surviving without the professional advice and assistance provided by Extension. As the world changes, Extension
has changed with it, adapting to new issues and providing the
research necessary to move forward.

The Extension budget needs to adapt to changing times. A very
small request is made of the public to support this organization
in our community. We are pleased to participate and urge all
our friends and neighbors to Vote YES on Measure 15-121, the
Jackson County 4-H, Master Gardener and Agricultural Extension
Service District.
Sherm Olsrud
Sherm’s Thunderbird and Food4Less

(This information furnished by Sherm Olsrud.)

The printing of this argument does not constitute an endorsement by the
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Measure 15-121 Arguments
Argument in Favor

Argument in Favor

As small woodland owners, we have great appreciation for the
work done by the Southern Oregon Research and Extension
Center (SOREC) and the Extension Forester. The research-based
training and information they provide is essential to the successful
management of our forests.

My relationship with the Southern Oregon Research and Extension Center is unique. It is based on my perspective as a wife to
one of the principle researchers, Dr. Peter Westigard, who was
an entomologist (i.e. someone who studies insects), and from
my perspective as an artist inspired by the bountiful production
of our local farms, orchards and vineyards.

Southern Oregon is a unique environment. Our climate is substantially different from other parts of the state. It tends to be
hotter and drier. What works in Lane or Washington County may
not necessarily work here. The knowledge of the local growing
environment provided by the SOREC Extension Forester is critical
to our ability to maintain healthy forests.
Healthy forests add significant value to the entire community.
Not only do they offer scenic beauty but they also provide wildlife
habitat, clean water and clean air.

The Southern Oregon Research and Extension Center is a real
asset to our community. Please help us keep SOREC addressing
the needs of southern Oregon. Vote YES on 15-121!
(This information furnished by Judson Parsons, Wes and Mona
Hartman, Bill and Marion Collins, Ace and Maggie Carter.)

Peter was passionate about his family, friends and the insects
he loved to hate, specifically insects that damaged fruit trees,
especially pears. He conducted his research from 1962-1994
focusing on the control of insect populations that threatened the
fruit trees as well as the economic survival of growers.

Over time, Peter’s efforts helped to lead growers away from
dependence on the repeated use of broad spectrum pesticide
sprays to control pest damage and towards a system of Integrated
Pest Management that emphasized the conservation of natural
enemies and modifying pest behavior. This integrated system
has resulted in a significant reduction in the use of pesticides in
our local orchards.

Through the years the research that Peter initiated has been built
upon and the implementation of Integrated Pest Management
continues to benefit our local growers and these positive results
have been extended beyond the Rogue Valley to farmers nationally and internationally.
As an artist I made many sketch book visits to our local farms,
orchards and vineyards especially during the harvest season. As
a result I created a series of twenty-six mural panels Celebrating
Local Farms and Farmworkers. They are permanently installed at
the Medford Airport. These harvesting scenes now greet all our
local, national and international travelers. These panels express
my pride in our local food production. They also make visible the
hard work required to feed us all, and the importance of our local
support for the Southern Oregon Research and Extension Center.
Betty LaDuke

(This information furnished by Betty LaDuke.)
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Measure 15-121 Arguments
Argument in Favor

Argument in Favor

We are graduates of the Land Steward program at the Southern
Oregon Research and Extension Center (Extension). Some of
us are long-time residents. Some are new to the area or to land
ownership. We all are passionate and dedicated to improve the
management of our land.

Investing in the secure future of Southern Oregon Research and
Extension, benefit all who live in Jackson County. Each individual
in our community is affected directly or indirectly by the programs
and services offered by the Extension. When county dollars are
invested in the Extension, matching dollars from federal funds,
grants and contracts become accessible, multiplying the investment nine-fold to our local economy.

The Land Steward program covers many aspects of good land
stewardship, from pastures to water management, forests to
forage, home gardens to crops, fencing to compost, roads to
fire protection, wildlife issues and more. Covering this range of
topics would not be possible without the professional, scientific
resources available through Extension. Together these resources
give private landowners the skills necessary to improve their land
economically, socially and environmentally.
For more than 100 years, Extension has existed to help local
landowners, from commercial orchardists to small woodlot owners, contribute to our community’s agricultural base and quality
of life. Additionally, today’s Extension includes programs such as
Master Gardener’s, 4-H, Master Food Preservers, and Family and
Community Health Programs.
Measure 15-121 would provide secure and stable funding for
Extension and remove it from the annual uncertainty of the General Fund budget process. We encourage everyone who loves
Southern Oregon and our quality of life, to vote YES.

The Extension uses solid, unbiased research-based information
and on-the-ground training. The Extension focuses on a multifaceted approach in our community. This includes instructing
urban and rural citizens on the importance of family health, home
and agricultural plant management, and the development of
responsible adults through 4-H.
Measure 15-121 provides stable funding for the Extension, an
invaluable member of our community. Invest in your community.
Invest in the Extension. Please vote YES.
(This information furnished by Don Goheen, Ron Hillers, Catherine Kizer,
Regina Manian.)

(This information furnished by Catherine Kizer, Yes on 15-121.)
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Measure 15-121 Arguments
Argument in Favor
Jackson County Master Gardener Association (JCMGA) is the
Extension’s trained volunteer program which serves home gardeners. JCMGA’s annual investment in youth includes the Children’s Garden at Extension, grants for gardening activities open
to all schools K-12 in the county, as well as college scholarships
for students seeking a plant-related career.

The Children’s Garden at Extension has grown in twelve years
from 24 children ages 5-8 to 72 children today including an advanced program for 9 to 13-year-olds. Parents are encouraged
to participate. Last year Jackson County Extension’s Children’s
Garden earned an Award of Excellence at the state level for the
second time.

Childhood memories and observations as a child psychiatrist
impressed me of the powerful impact of positive experiences on
young lives. The Children’s Garden program is designed exactly
to provide that kind of experience. Being encouraged, successful,
and enjoying positive experiences allows youngsters to develop
values and confidence to make appropriate life decisions.
A boy who announced to his surprised mother that he liked raw
broccoli and a girl who reluctantly tasted cantaloupe and found
that she loved it, are both more open to new experiences.

Twin boys at age 14 after eight summers in Children’s Garden
classes took the Master Gardener course. Adult classmates
commented on their knowledge and confidence. Now at 16 they
have usable skills to help fund college educations.
Other youngsters at age 14 chose to assist adult volunteers.
One built a 30-foot raised bed for the Children’s Garden as his
Eagle Scout project.

Probably many will enjoy a lifelong interest in gardening. A few
may choose a garden-related career. Many more are building
positive social skills and character attributes.

These young people are learning more than how to plant a
marigold!
Help preserve Extension and this important children’s program.
Vote “yes” on Measure 15-121.
Toni Van Handel, M.D.
Child Psychiatrist

(This information furnished by Toni Van Handel, Jackson County Master
Gardener Association.)
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Argument in Favor
The Extension benefits our economy, our environment,
and our community.

Whether you shop at the Growers’ and Crafters’ markets for your
fresh produce, hike along our clean rivers and woodland trails,
enjoy a glass of local wine with dinner, or enjoy growing tomatoes
in your own home garden, you are the beneficiary of Extension
programs. To secure stable funding for those benefits, we must
pass this measure.

The Extension is an institution that serves everyone in
Jackson County, not just those who have benefited directly
from the Master Gardener program. Master Gardeners are one of
many programs under the Extension umbrella. We have trained
thousands of urban gardeners in science-based horticultural
techniques. We organize the Spring Garden Fair at the Expo,
kicking off the Rogue Valley growing season, and we answer
hundreds of questions at our Plant Clinics. We support, through
grants and volunteer hours, many community gardens throughout
Jackson County.
As an “extension” of Oregon State University, the Extension has
a 100-year history of serving Jackson County. It brings dollars
into the County: for every $1 of County funds, Extension raises
$8.48 in state and federal funds, grants and contracts. Extension
research scientists are crucial in supporting the 55 million dollar
agricultural economy in Jackson County. Many small farms got
their start through Extension programs.

In addition Extension’s classes, open to all, teach techniques to
reduce pesticide use, leading to healthier and more sustainable
food production and a cleaner environment. Extension sponsors
nutrition programs in our schools, gives school grants and scholarships and offers healthy aging programs such as Strong Women.
4-H programs, also under the Extension umbrella, grow responsible, hard-working youngsters who give back to their community.
Let’s keep Extension around for another 100 years! Vote
“Yes” on Measure 15-121.

Sherri Morgan, Sharon May, David L. Rugg, Carol V. Rugg, Ronald
and Marydee Bombick, Katy Mallams, Jody Willis, Jane Moyer,
Linda Holder, Tresa Jarel
(This information furnished by Sherril D. Morgan.)
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Measure 15-121 Arguments
Argument in Favor
Extension Supports Local Land Owners

I bought my first forest property in Jackson County in 2006. I
had lived rurally, but in a very different part of the country from
Jackson County. The classes, information, and support provided
by Southern Oregon Research & Extension (SOREC) were extremely helpful to me on numerous levels.
About 25% of Jackson County is owned by small woodland
owners like me. Extension offers affordable classes in land management, expert advice from trained foresters, and information
on both public and private resources.

Extension set me on the path to working with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to reduce fire danger in my forest, to my
neighbors, and around my own home. That investment helps
reduce firefighting costs, funds that Jackson County will not
have to spend.
Extension showed me the benefits of creating a forest stewardship plan. Extension helped me find an experienced forester who
showed me the strengths of my forest as well as its weaknesses.
We created a plan to manage my woodland. With the assistance
of Department of Forestry Grants, I was not only able to reduce
the fire fuels in my forest, but employ local experienced people
to do the work, thus providing local jobs.
Together, we reduced the fire hazard and expanded opportunities for trees and wildlife and people. That investment pays big
dividends in providing more local jobs, improving local watersheds, and improving local wildlife habitat.

With the help of experienced local workers and information
from extension, I have been able to develop and preserve my
woodland. I am just one of more than 40,000 Jackson County
residents who have benefited directly from Extension programs
over the past years. Extension builds knowledgable forest practices as well as local jobs in Jackson County. Without it new
forest owners as well as experienced ones would be at a serious
disadvantage. Vote YES on Measure 15-121.

Argument in Favor
While we have lived in an urban setting of Jackson County since
1999, we are new to our rural property. The lifestyle of our new
property is slower, more connected with the land. We fell in love
with the orchards, vineyards, forests, rivers and productive farmland that surround our property and makes this county distinctive.
We realized that we had a lot of questions, and we needed help.
We found the OSU Extension Service (SOREC) offered affordable,
research-based classes, workshops, technical assistance, and
hands-on learning for all types of subjects and all types of learners!
Answering questions and finding solutions to problems have
always been at the heart of Extension. We also realized that the
beautiful orchards were supported by research at SOREC. The
vineyards and wineries were flourishing in part because of the
viticulture support at SOREC. The forests and woodlots owners
were able to get education and support from SOREC Natural
Resources department. The rivers and streams were cleaner
because of programs through SOREC. And, the farmland was
producing sustainable crops because of the Small Farms program
at SOREC. Even our 20-acre parcel got some mentoring, technical assistance, and planning through the Land Steward program.
As we became more integrated into the community here in the
Rogue Valley, we realized that almost everything we love about
it – was somehow supported, enhanced or benefited from the
education and research offered by the Southern Oregon Research
and Extension Service.

We love Jackson County, and have been involved with SOREC
for years because “Community Happens Here!” Measure 15-121:
Please vote YES!
(This information furnished by Charles & Tika Squires.)

(This information furnished by Alexandra C. Dilworth.)
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Measure 15-121 Arguments
Argument in Favor

Argument in Favor

The Jackson-Josephine Small Woodlands Association currently
has over eighty members representing some 15,000 acres of
privately owned forest land. The majority of that land is located
in Jackson County. There are over 3,000 small woodland owners
in Jackson County.

We are small woodland owners. A quarter of the forest land in
Jackson County is owned by small private woodland owners.

The OSU Extension Service provides valuable support to our
private woodland owners. Their programs help landowners
understand and implement “best practices” for the management
of their properties. In addition to onsite visits by the Extension
Forester, they also support our monthly chapter meetings with
facilities and speakers to build our knowledge base.
The Extension Forester also organizes “Tree School” a one day
multi-track symposium. The course content varies from year to
year but includes topics such as reducing wildfire danger, insect
and disease problems, revegetating with native plants, water
rights, harvesting timber, small scale forestry tools and equipment
and invasive weed identification and control.

Extension also offers the “Master Woodland Manager” program.
This year long curriculum includes eighty hours of classroom
and field instruction. Subjects include applied ecology, timber
inventory, forest protection, logging techniques, watersheds and
business management. Each graduate commits to provide eighty
hours of volunteer service back to the community.
The OSU Extension Service is vital to the success of the small
woodland owner in Jackson County. Extension helps us keep our
forests healthy and productive. Healthy forests benefit the entire
community by providing reduced fire risk, scenic beauty, clean
water and wildlife habitat.

Small woodlands owners tend to care about and invest in the
management of their forests and land. They contribute to southern
Oregon’s economy through sustainable private timber harvesting
and other management practices. They also spend considerable
effort doing fuels reduction on their properties which reduces the
community’s risk of catastrophic forest fires.
The Southern Oregon Research and Extension Center provides
unbiased advice and educational programs on land stewardship,
responsible timber management, home and property wildfire
protection, and protection of soil, water, wildlife habitat and other
resources. This “best practices” training benefits small woodlands
owners. It also benefits the community as a whole by providing
healthy forests, wildlife habitat, clean water and reduced forest
fire risk.

We strongly urge you to support measure 15-121. It will provide
a stable funding source for the Southern Oregon Research and
Extension Center and prevent the loss of this valuable community
educational resource.
Vote “Yes” on Ballot Measure 15-121!

(This information furnished by Dan F. Fennell MD, Don Hamann, Inc., Bill
and Mary Potterf.)

Preserve this important community resource. Vote yes on ballot
measure 15-121!
(This information furnished by Bill Potterf, President, Jackson-Josephine
Small Woodlands Association .)
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There is no other organization in our valley like OSU Extension.
They provide services to a broad spectrum of our community children, families, gardeners, city folks and rural landowners along
with professional farmers and foresters. Youth programs (4H),
food preservation, gardening, nutrition, wellness, vineyards and
orchards, livestock, pasture and small farm management are just
a few of the wide ranging topics addressed by Extension. Cutting
edge scientific research and local experience come together to
provide a unique blend of educational opportunities. Workshops
and tours to see forests, farms, and animals in a real live setting
are much more instructive than just reading a book or a web page.
Getting neighbors together to learn from each other creates new
connections that strengthen our local community. OSU Extension
has been making this happen for decades.

The Board of Directors of Thrive urges you to vote YES
for Measure 15-121. Thrive (The Rogue Initiative for a Vital
Economy) serves many local agriculturalists and food producers. Many of our member businesses and farmers depend on
Extension for timely help is growing and producing their products.

The Extension Forestry Program funds a full time professional
forester available to land owners to assist them in meeting their
individual property goals. The Forestry branch of Extension sponsors Oregon Small Woodlands which holds monthly meetings and
workshops to help rural land owners understand goals and management options for their private woodlands. Wise stewardship
of our local forest lands by small private landowners benefits all
of us who value clean water, habitat protection and fire resiliency.
The cost of the service district if estimated to be 5¢ per $1000 of
property tax assessment, less than $10 per year for the average
home in Jackson County. This local money leverages sizeable
additional funding sources. Historically, every 1$ of local base
funding has been matched with $8.48 of state, federal and other
grant monies.
Agriculture, farming and forests are the lifeblood of our valley.
The rural character and abundant natural resources are what we
treasure about our home. We cannot afford to lose the important
contributions of OSU Extension. Please vote YES to establish a
Service District and leverage the funds to maintain this Oregon
institution.

For many small farmers, Extension is the “go to” place for selecting crop varieties and matching them to our unique soil, water,
and climate conditions. When faced with plant insect or disease
problems, Extension staff’s expertise and objective science-based
approach is critical. Extension’s Land Steward program has
helped many small farmers and rural businesses to gain skills in
everything from riparian restoration to fire protection.

Extension also plays an important role in helping children and families connect to our agricultural roots by teaching us how to grow,
cook, and preserve fruits and vegetables through the 4-H, Master
Gardener, and Master Food Preserver programs. Many Thrive
members have taken advantage of the Master Food Preserver
program offered through Extension to learn about techniques for
safe and nutritious preparation and preservation of food products.
Extension is an incredibly valuable partner in helping to improve
our region’s food system. They are a key partner in our Rogue
Valley Food System Network. Extension’s work in the community
has supported the expanding number of grower’s markets and
increased availability of locally grown food.
Extension has served our county well for 100 years. Please join
us and vote “YES” on Measure 15-121 to make sure Extension is here in the future!
(This information furnished by Kevin Talbert, Thrive: The Rogue Initiative
for a Vital Economy.)

(This information furnished by Don Goheen, Rich and Terry Fairbanks,
Lary E. Harris, Harriet H. Harris, Helga Bush, Matt Epstein, Marty Main,
Edward Reilly.)
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The Rogue Valley: wild rivers, soaring mountains, verdant farmland, including picturesque vineyards. A great place to live. But
we also need jobs here, and we have lost thousands of timber
and manufacturing jobs. Grapes are now the fastest growing
agricultural sector, and as with pears before them, they hold
tremendous promise for a thriving agricultural future. Our grape
growers need the same professional expertise that every successful grape region in our nation has had, Agricultural Research
and Extension. Just like people need physicians to help them cure
illness and stay healthy, farmers need university professionals to
help them grow successful crops.
Southern Oregon Research and Extension Center (SOREC) has
a history of working with and supporting grape growing and winemaking using Oregon State University faculty, but in 2013 finally
hired a professor dedicated to work with our local family farmers.
If funding for SOREC ceases, this vital resource will disappear.
Our valley differs greatly from California and the Willamette Valley. We need support specifically suited to the needs of our local
growers and winemakers.
Jackson County has provided this support for a century. Measure
15-121 will continue to provide funding for the local facility where
viticulture professors, entomologists, and agronomists can have
their labs and offices. We strongly support Measure 15-121 and
urge your yes vote.
Grape growers currently help augment the meager budget of
this professor, but providing all the funds to keep SOREC open
is beyond our means. Growers also pay a tax on every ton of
grapes harvested to fund research done by OSU professors.
The extension work of this professor, the time he spends visiting
vineyards and meeting with growers, has a huge impact. Without
SOREC, this work would cease. We strongly support Measure
15-121 and urge your yes vote.
Wine grape growing provides a significant part of the economic
engine of Jackson County. Support local jobs. Support Measure
15-121 and vote yes.
Rogue Valley Winegrowers Association

Eighty years ago, ninety-nine Rogue Valley farmers joined
together to form the Grange Co-op. Another cornerstone of
the agricultural community in Jackson County is the Southern
Oregon Research and Extension Service, also known as
OSU Extension, which started serving the citizens of Jackson
County twenty years before the Grange Co-op was founded.
In 1914, Oregon State University began partnering with
Jackson County to deliver objective, research-based
information to support ranchers, farmers, and orchardists. Over
the years, while the Grange Co-op has been the go-to place
for its members to purchase their fuel, feed, seed, fertilizer, and
other farm supplies, OSU Extension has been the source of
production and management expertise for several generations
of Jackson County farmers, ranchers, and orchardists. The
Grange Co-op has partnered with OSU Extension on many
educational events and has been a big supporter of the 4-H
program. OSU Extension is integral to the continued viability
of the agricultural community which contributes significantly to
both the economy and liveability of Jackson County.
The Grange Co-op Board of Directors unanimously endorses
Measure 15-121. We urge all of our members, dividend
patrons, and other customers to vote YES on Measure 15-121
and guarantee a permanent and dedicated funding source for
OSU Extension. Let’s assure that OSU Extension continues to
serve the citizens of Jackson County for another century.
Grange Co-op Board of Directors
Eugene Stanley, Board President
(This information furnished by Eugene Stanley, Board President,
Grange Co-op.)

(This information furnished by John Pratt, Rogue Valley Winegrowers
Association.)
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The Rogue Valley Growers & Crafters Market is a not-for-profit
organization with more than 25 years of history promoting
locally grown, crafted, and prepared goods here in Southern
Oregon. We urge support of Measure 15-121 so that the
Southern Oregon Research and Extension Center, commonly
known as Extension, will be able to continue to expand
opportunities for farmers, assist with the creation and stability
of new agricultural jobs, and strengthen the local food system
for the people of Jackson County.

Support 4-H in Jackson County

Our organization is grateful for the ongoing services and
programs associated with our local extension center. Extension
services like the Small Farms program, 4-H, League of Women
Farmers, Master Gardeners, and Nutrition Services for Seniors
as well as classes such as Exploring the Small Farm Dream
and Pasture & Woodland Management have proven critical for
families, local farms, and agricultural businesses in our area to
thrive. The information and educational opportunities available
are also an irreplaceable resource for backyard gardeners and
hobby growers. The Small Farms program works to improve
the economic viability and environmental sustainability of
small farms by providing technical advice, information on
production practices, and food safety as well as many other
topics. Programs like 4-H assist the development of young
agripreneurs in our area, inspiring a new generation of farmers
and ranchers.
The Rogue Valley Growers & Crafters Market Board of
Directors has voted to endorse Measure 15-121. We urge you
to vote YES on Measure 15-121 and ensure that the Master
Gardeners, Small Farms, and many other valuable programs
offered by Extension will continue to be available to all the
citizens of Jackson County for many more years to come.
Monica Rey, President of the Board of Directors
Rogue Valley Growers & Crafters Market
(This information furnished by Monica Rey, Board President, Rogue Valley
Growers and Crafters Market.)

In 2013, more than 3,000 youth participated in 4-H and Youth
Development programs in Jackson County. An ongoing scientific
study of 4-H in the U.S. begun in 2002 by Tufts University reports:
1. 4-Hers excel in school and the sciences. 4-Hers earn
higher grades, are more engaged in school, and 4-H girls
are more than twice as likely to participate in science,
engineering, or computer technology as their peers.
2. 4-Hers are successful in college. 4-Hers are 4.9 times as
likely to graduate from college as non-4-hers.
3. 4-Hers serve the community. 4-Hers are 3.4 times more
likely to participate in community service.
4. 4-Hers make healthy choices. 4-Hers demonstrate lower
drug, alcohol, and cigarette use, and are 2.3 times more
likely to be physically active.
5. 4-Hers are leaders. In a survey 100% of 4-Hers from
1982-2000, reported having leadership roles since 4-H and
that 4-H helped them develop leadership skills.
6. 4-Hers create a quality work force. 4-Hers learn
responsibility,
time
management,
and
financial
accountability and become productive tax-payers.
7. 4-Hers develop family values. 4-H builds families –
projects inspire family togetherness. Raising animals
means responsibility for another living creature and is
excellent preparation for responsible parenting.
8. 4-Hers contribute to the economy. In 2013 in Jackson
County, more than $1 million flowed from the private sector
into 4-H through grants, awards, and auction purchases.
These dollars flowed back out to the community to buy
project supplies including animals, feed, gardening stock,
sewing notions and fabric, and photography equipment.
“There aren’t many programs that have such a positive influence
on our kids, families and community. By supporting the 4-H
program, you bring all three together and end up with positive
results now and for the future. It’s a win/win for all of us and
worth every penny.” John Cox, a local 4-H parent.
Vote YES on 15-121 for a Secure Future for 4-H and
Extension in Jackson County!
(This information furnished by John Cox, 4-H parent.)
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Farmers and Crafters Support Extension - Vote YES on
15-121!

The Friends of Research and Extension came together last year
in response to the potential loss of funding and closure of our
Southern Oregon Research and Extension Center. Over and
over the phrase we heard was “I can’t imagine Jackson County
without Extension.”

We are ten farmers and crafters who sell our produce and
products at the Rogue Valley Growers and Crafters Markets.
We provide high quality, locally-sourced, organic food products
directly to the families of southern Oregon. Our products
include eggs, milk, meat, fruits, vegetables, and culinary and
nutritional oils from our farms, and artisanal breads, jams,
pastries and other ready-made food from our kitchens.
We depend upon the Southern Oregon Research and
Extension Center for information and classes that help us
be better farmers and crafters. The support that Extension
provides is based on extensive scientific research and the
latest techniques. It is appropriate for our small farms here in
southern Oregon, not some huge operation in another part
of the country. Any of us – and any of the other residents of
Jackson County – can use these services.
Extension provides advice and support about integrated pest
management and other agricultural best practices. Extension
helps us develop our small farm and craft businesses so
we can produce and sell high quality food directly to local
consumers or in local stores. Extension sponsors 4-H
programs which teach our urban and rural children important
life skills. Extension teaches adults to be Master Gardeners.
Extension helps us form individual support groups around
specific interests in agriculture and business so we can work
together to meet the challenges of sustainable agriculture well
into the future.

We are Master Gardeners, Small Woodland owners, farmers,
orchardists, grape growers and wine makers. We are 4-H families
and former 4-H members. We are food preservers, business
owners, natural resource teachers and students, community
volunteers, managers and wage earners. We are Independents,
Republicans and Democrats of all ages, sizes and views. As we
shared our stories, we realized that, collectively, the impact of
Extension on so many lives was much, much greater than any
individual story, all of which were inspiring.
Because Extension impacts, directly or indirectly, almost
everyone in Jackson County, through support for our economy,
our environment, our culture and our quality of life, we have
worked hard to give you, the voters, the opportunity to show
your support. Measure 15-121 is a statement of faith in our
community, your community, and the community of the future.
Please vote YES on Measure 15-121.
(This information furnished by Jack Duggan, Friends of Research and
Extension.)

There is no other agency that provides this kind of support in
our region. The viability of our farms, our ability to produce high
quality food, and our livelihoods would be compromised if we
didn’t have access to the services of Extension.
Ballot Measure 15-121: 4-H, Master Gardener, Agricultural
Extension Service District will provide stable, long-term,
dedicated funding for Extension. Please join us in voting YES
on Ballot Measure 15-121.
(This information furnished by Suzanne Willow, Willow Witt Ranch.)
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As an Applegate woodland and vineyard landowner I am well
aware of the contributions of the Southern Oregon Research
and Extension Center to our agricultural community.

FCE Supports Extension

As a former President of Rogue Community College I have
also seen first-hand the many contributions our Extension
makes to our community. Young, old, men, women, new to
our community or an old-timer, our Extension programs offer
something for everyone to improve their life. A dynamic 4-H
program provides youth with lessons in civics and leadership,
science, technology, animal husbandry, natural science,
horticulture, marketing and expressive arts. One of the largest
Master Gardener programs in Oregon provides assistance to
urban and rural residents in raising healthy gardens for food,
aesthetics and the environment. Master Food Preservers, Land
Stewards, Small Woodlands, Small Farms and Healthy Living
programs present educational opportunities at an affordable
cost to every resident of Jackson County.
Jackson County’s agricultural industry is a multi-million dollar
economic foundation that employs hundreds of people and
keeps our economy vibrant. The Research Station at Extension
provides professional, scientific-based information to keep
orchards, vineyards, cattle breeders, crop farmers and others
protected from pests and disease.
I learned long ago that education is not a goal, but a process.
Our Extension keeps the process moving forward into the
future. For 100 years our local Extension service has delivered
unique services to Jackson County. Let’s keep it here for
another 100 years by voting YES on Measure 15-121, the
Jackson County 4-H, Master Gardener and Agricultural
Extension Service District.
(This information furnished by Rick Levine, President Emeritus, Rogue
Community College.)

Family Community Education (FCE) in Jackson County is the
local arm of a national, non-profit organization established in
1936. Originally called Home Makers Home Demonstration
Council, later National Extension Home Makers Council, FCE
began as an outreach program from land grant universities to
farm families for teaching the fundamentals of home economics,
including cooking, sewing, and growing and preserving food.
The program expanded to include community and social issues.
FCE was also instrumental in starting the national school lunch
program and book mobiles.
FCE is a collaborative part of the Southern Oregon Research
and Extension Center. Professional staff members of SOREC/
Extension offer two educational programs to our members each
year. We then extend those and other classes to the community.
We bring in funds to support FCE and to pay for our external
outreach programs. SOREC provides facilities for our classes
and other annual events.
The classes SOREC teaches us and we extend to the
community include: growing, preparing and preserving food, tax
bases, social security, medical issues, caregiving, and learning
about the people, customs, and governments of other countries.
Another important topic is writing family and medical histories.
We share our information with ACCESS, schools, libraries, and
senior centers. We donate to canned food banks, churches,
individuals, 4-H groups, Heifer International, and Dogs for
the Deaf. We make bags for babies and teens, and pull tabs
for dialysis. We sponsor a program for fourth graders called
“Character Counts” in which students write essays and draw
pictures representing respect, caring, fairness, trustworthiness,
citizenship, and responsibility; about sixty students participated
this year.
Extension must stay open if we are to continue to offer our
programs. Extension has a great impact on FCE and on many
other groups like Master Gardeners, Master Food Preservers,
Strong Women, and 4-H.
Please vote YES on Measure 15-121 to keep Extension open.
(This information furnished by Margaret Dietrick, Family Community
Education.)
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Growing up in rural Washington I experienced, first hand, how
important Extension programs are to the building of community.
I spent many years in 4H and learned valuable lessons about
hard work, perseverance, leadership and helping others. The
4H program made a big difference in my life and helped me
become a successful person.

Jackson County is hugely dependent on agriculture for its
economic well-being. For this reason we strongly support the
Extension Service District. Passing Measure 15-121 will ensure
the Jackson County Extension continues to operate, thus
growing our local agricultural industry. Most importantly, for
each tax dollar of local support, approximately $8 will come into
our county from state and federal support. These resources
in turn contribute to our local economy. There are few
opportunities to have a $1 investment generate $8 in additional
support to our county.

In Jackson County, we are blessed with the Southern Oregon
Research and Extension Center (SOREC). They have been
serving our County for 100 years. They support our community
by offering programs in Youth Development, Family Community
Health, Forestry and Natural Resources, Urban Horticulture/
Master Gardeners and Commercial Agriculture. In 2012, over
42,000 residents were served by these programs areas.
Extension contributes to the economic well-being of Jackson
County through its support of the county’s agricultural
industries. In 2012, those industries produced a farm gate
value of over $50 million and provided many local jobs.
Extension has also supported the growth of our local wine
industry.
SOREC enriches the economy of Jackson County and the
lives of its citizens. Currently, for every dollar Jackson County
invests in Extension another $8.48 are brought into the county
through state and federal grants and private contracts. As a
business man, I call that a great deal!
Please join me in voting YES on ballot measure 15-121!
(This information furnished by David L. Gremmels, Rogue Creamery.)

If the Jackson County Extension closes, the staff could be laid
off or relocated. This would mean the loss of research projects
that are primarily funded through state and federal grants
representing another significant loss of revenue into our county.
Perhaps more importantly, research focused on our local pear
and grape industries would end.
Research conducted by our local Extension over the past 100
years has been vital to the development and growth of the pear
industry, which today brings $50 million dollars into our local
economy and is one of the largest employers in the Rogue
Valley.
In recent years the grape and wine industry have expanded
rapidly in Jackson County. To grow and succeed, this
burgeoning new industry needs Extension support. Since its
establishment in 1914 the U.S. Agricultural Extension Service
has helped millions of farmers succeed. We should recognize
their enormous contribution to our valley’s own agricultural
industry and support their work in fostering a new generation
of Jackson County farmers. This support has never been more
critical than now. As drought ravages California’s grape industry
we are reminded that agriculture must brace for change.
Preparing for these changes requires technical expertise that
only Extension can provide.
Vote YES for Proposition 15-121 and for our County’s
agricultural future.
Porter Lombard
Horticulturalist
Jon Deason
Former County Commissioner
Virginia Deason
Small Farmer
Donald S. Moore, Traute Moore, Michael Moore			
Quail Run Vineyards
Douglas B. Lowry
Associated Fruit
(This information furnished by Porter Lombard, Horticulturist.)
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I am a champion of affordable education and affordable local
food. That’s why I support the Southern Oregon Research and
Extension Center (SOREC). It’s the best bang for the buck we
will ever get for our tax dollars and it’s time to ensure basic local
support for this critical local resource with a vote “YES”.

SOREC is to natural resources, farms, orchards, ranches, gardens, food processing, 4-H youth leadership, senior fitness and
nutrition education what the jail is to our law enforcement or the
garage is to our road maintenance department. Without SOREC
many vital local industries and consumer services are severely
weakened. As we all like good roads and safe communities,
we also all benefit from local industries producing fresh local
produce and providing many local jobs and paychecks. We also
get personal access to good unbiased advice on diverse subjects
too numerous to mention. The big difference is that we get all
this and more for less than $10.00 per year with a vote “YES”.

Federal law requires partial funding from local dollars to get the
larger federal funding for SOREC. Many social “needs” have
slowly eroded the funding for SOREC. Finally our county commissioners now feel forced to eliminate our small local share of support because it’s “discretionary” in favor of law enforcement and
administrative offices which are “non-discretionary”. A vote “YES”
makes this critical educational resource “non-discretionary”.
I searched “Cooperative Extension History” and found www.
csrees.usda.gov/qlinks/extension.ht. I recommend it.

The name “Cooperative Extension Service” alone says a lot.
“Cooperative” means it gets local, state and federal funding.
“Extension” means making a diverse university faculty readily
available to any person with almost any interest or need. “Service”
is people helping people, mostly volunteers. Even when you don’t
personally contact them, having them available in our community
adds to the quality and security of all of us, like having a good jail
or good roads, but at a small fraction of the cost. “YES”.
(This information furnished by John Neilsen, Medford Pear Orchard.)
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Measure 15-122

Jackson County (by referral)

Ballot Title

15-122

Formation of Library District with Dedicated Funding for
Library Services
QUESTION: Shall County-wide Library District be formed
with permanent rate limit up to $0.60 per $1,000 assessed
value beginning July 2014?
SUMMARY: If approved, Jackson County Library District
will be formed with dedicated funding for library services,
including: programs; activities; books; materials; online
resources; technology; Community outreach; operational
and administrative expenses. District boundaries will include
all territory within Jackson County. Formation of District
would:
• Provide permanent, dedicated library funding for library
services, preventing immediate reductions in services,
programs, activities and hours, and allowing libraries to
retain, and possibly expand, service hours, educational
resources and programming; library funding cannot be
used for any other purpose;
• Transfer library governance to separately elected, fivemember public Board, removing library authority and
financial oversight from Jackson County;
• Empower elected District Board to endeavor to restore
and possibly expand critical library services such as
service hours, books, student and jobseeker support,
online resources and outreach to senior citizens and
other Community members;
• Cap the permanent tax rate at $0.60 per $1,000 of
assessed value, which cannot be increased; District is
not required to levy full taxes each year; homeowner
with taxable value of $154,210 would pay $92.53 per
year.

Explanatory Statement
Library services are currently provided by Jackson County and
funded through General Fund dollars. These funding sources are
not stable. The County is facing significant budget constraints
due to loss of certain federal funding streams and the General
Fund consistently experiences budget shortfalls. After providing
financial support necessary for supporting mandated and
basic services such as the Sheriff’s office, Community Justice,
and District Attorney’s office, Jackson County lacks sufficient
non-dedicated operating or recurring revenue to support the
community library system. In 2007, budget reductions prompted
all Jackson County Libraries to close. When reopened, county
libraries had to reduce service hours by 35%, including cutting
hours to only 8 hours per week in small library branches.
Staffing, book budgets and library programs for kids, families,
senior citizens and jobseekers have also been reduced.
Formation of a Library District will secure a permanent and
dedicated source of funding for library services in the County.
All tax revenues collected for the District will only fund library
services, and cannot be used for other programs.
If approved, the Jackson County Library District will have a
permanent tax rate limit of up to $.60 per $1000 of assessed
value. This tax rate cap cannot be increased and the District
Official Jackson County 2014 Primary Election Voters’ Pamphlet
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is not required to collect the full rate each year. A typical
homeowner with a taxable value of $154,210 (the average
value in the County) will pay $92.53 year (25 cents/day). The
boundaries of the District will include all territory within Jackson
County.
Formation of Jackson County Library District would provide
permanent funding for library services, preventing immediate
reductions in services, programs, activities and hours, while
allowing libraries to retain, and possibly expand, service hours,
educational resources and programming. Further, a district
offers opportunities for the District Board to endeavor to provide:
• Increased hours at all 15 library branches.
• Additional books, in print or electronic format, research
documents and other materials.
• Trained library staff, who answer about 150,000 reference
questions a year.
• Career and employment services for jobseekers, smallbusiness owners, and English-language learners.
• Computer, Internet and Wi-Fi services for those without
access at home.
• Community Center facilities serving about 70,000 people
in community meeting rooms each year.
• Programs and activities for school-age children,
storytimes for babies and toddlers, literacy services for
children in child care, homework help, teen activities,
and programs teaching parents how to foster the love of
reading in their children.
• Summer reading programs. Roughly 5,000 kids
participated in the 2013 library summer reading program.
• Events for kids and teens. Nearly 55,000 attend each
year.
• Book delivery to homebound and assisted-living
residents.
• Remote online access to information, learning resources,
and the library catalog available 24/7.
• Support for schools. The primary and secondary schools
in our community rely on county library resources for
educating our children.
A five-member, independently elected board, not the County
Commissioners, will serve as the governing body of the Library
District to provide oversight and accountability to the public.  
(This information
Jackson County.)

furnished

by

the

Board

of

Commissioners,

Measure 15-122 Arguments
Argument in Favor
The American Association of University Women (AAUW) Ashland
and Medford branches strongly support the formation of a Jackson
County Library District.

Establishing a separate library district provides permanent funding
and will keep our libraries open. it solves the problem of repeated
funding crises caused by limited general fund dollars. Monies collected will be dedicated for library services only. A five-member
independently elected board, not the County Commissioners,
will govern the Library District and will provide oversight and
accountability to the public.
Our public libraries provide citizens with materials representing
many viewpoints, recreational reading and activities for many
different interests, and access to new technologies and community meeting rooms. Libraries even benefit those who do
not use them, by helping to create a better-educated and more
productive community.
Communities with good libraries are better able to attract new
businesses and the jobs that come with them.

Part of AAUW’s mission is to improve educational opportunities
for young women, and our scholarship winners are among those
for whom access to Internet and other library services has been
integral to success in school and beyond. Reliable public library

service is a lifeline for them and the nearly 16% of Jackson County
residents who live below the poverty line.

Our community libraries are also important for families with young
children, who attend story times and early literacy programs, and
they provide a safe place for teens to do their homework and engage with others. Seniors are also one of the largest groups who
use libraries for their lifelong learning interests. Many others use
the services provided to those who are homebound or in assistedliving facilities.
Public libraries are the bedrock of American self-education and
democracy. Like public schools, public libraries should be funded
by the community for the good of all. We urge you to vote yes for
the formation of a countywide library district.
(This information furnished by Karen S. Spence, AAUW Ashland, Branch
Membership Chair; Gayle Clason, AAUW Medford Branch, Public Policy
Chair; Ashland and Medford, Oregon, branches, AAUW (American Association of University Women.)
The printing of this argument does not constitute an endorsement by the
County of Jackson, nor does the county warrant the accuracy or truth of
any statement made in the argument.

Boundaries of the "Jackson County Library District"
The boundaries of the proposed District include all territory
within Jackson County, including the territories of all
incorporated cities with in Jackson County, each of
which has consented to inclusion of its city
territory in the District.
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Measure 15-122 Arguments
Argument in Favor
The Friends of the Library represents over 1,000 library advocates throughout Jackson County, where our 15 branch libraries
share common resources serving widespread communities with
unique needs.

Every city in Jackson County approved being part of the Special
Library District and allowing its citizens to vote on this important
measure. This shows how much our cities and outlying areas
care about education and opportunity for all people. It shows how
much we all care about a safe place for people to gather; to share
skills, ideas and wisdom; to find information and relax in comfort;
to appreciate the opportunity to read, view, listen and learn.
Our Special Library District will provide permanent funding separate from county funds for all our libraries under the governance
of its own 5-member elected board whose sole task will be to
work within a budget to provide the best library programs for
every community.

We already have buildings dedicated as libraries. We already have
133,000 registered library card holders, representing over half the
population of our county. We already offer programs for every
age and interest. We already have hundreds of eager volunteers
who supplement our professional staff. We already have places
where people learn to use the latest technology just as they learn
about our history, our culture and our world. We already reach
beyond the library walls to those unable to come to us, and we
have resources available 24/7. Check out www.jcls.org to see.
The creation of a Special Library District is our best opportunity to
establish permanent funding and independent governance for our
libraries. Let’s keep and expand on all these valuable, countywide
resources that we already have. Please join us and Vote Yes!

Friends of the Library - Applegate / Ashland / Butte Falls / Central
Point / Eagle Point / Gold Hill / Jacksonville / Medford / Phoenix /
Prospect / Rogue River / Ruch / Shady Cove / White City

Argument in Favor
Stand for Children and Mi Voz Cuenta support
Libraries for All
Vote Yes for Measure 15-122

We are parents, grandparents, teachers, and community members
who advocate for education.
We believe all students have a right to succeed.

Our high school graduation rates are unacceptable. Many children
are entering school already behind. Public libraries and their special literacy programs help those children in particular. Libraries
often provide their only early access to books and reading.
Libraries level the playing field for all students, especially those
with no computer at home. Jackson County library computers are
in constant use by students, children, homeschoolers, college
students and adults all year long. Our librarians, with their expert
research skills, are invaluable to students entering secondary
education.

The creation of a Special Library District will guarantee sustainable
funding for all libraries in Jackson County. A separately elected
volunteer Board of Directors will ensure careful oversight of these
dedicated funds to maintain and enhance library operations
throughout the County.
End the political football that library funding has become
under the county’s general fund by voting yes for libraries.
Join Stand for Children members throughout Jackson County and
Mi Voz Cuenta in supporting Libraries for All.

(This information furnished by Karen Starchvick, Stand for Children and
Mi Voz Cuenta.)

(This information furnished by Kathleen Kudo, Friends of the Library
- Applegate / Ashland / Butte Falls / Central Point / Eagle Point / Gold
Hill / Jacksonville / Medford / Phoenix / Prospect / Rogue River / Ruch /
Shady Cove / White City.)

The printing of this argument does not constitute an endorsement by the
County of Jackson, nor does the county warrant the accuracy or truth of
any statement made in the argument.
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The printing of this argument does not constitute an endorsement by the
County of Jackson, nor does the county warrant the accuracy or truth of
any statement made in the argument.

Measure 15-122 Arguments
Argument in Favor

Argument in Favor

Home-schoolers in Support of the Libraries

Public Libraries Build Strong Economies

The libraries are a resource to the home-school community
beyond measure. They are a vital part of our chosen path of
education.
Not only are they a source of reference, but a hub for convening.
The libraries offer the people at the far reaches of the county, a
place of community and consistency that is unique to the homeschooling experience.

It would be a great disservice to the children of small communities
to be without their treasured libraries.
Eden Paulazzo, Ruch

(This information furnished by Eden Paulazzo, Ruch.)

Libraries, like public education, have become an important drawing card for economic development in a region.

Businesses today can locate anywhere and look for clues that
reveal the foundation of a robust community. Investment in public
education, public libraries, civic buildings, and parks typically
reveal community pride and an educated workforce.
Creating a library district is an important step in stabilizing funding
and maintaining consistent library hours and days of operation.
Like a school or fire district, a library district is directed and managed by an independently elected, volunteer board whose sole
purpose will be to oversee the business of the library and ensure
its future success. And, through a special district, voter-approved
funding cannot be used for any other purpose than for libraries.
Libraries in Jackson County remain a common thread that ties our
communities together: They provide a space for our children to
gather and study, help seniors maintain a vibrant, connected life
through classes and home-deliveries of reading materials, provide
community meeting rooms, and access to the world.

Supporting the creation and funding of a library district is good
for our communities, our citizens and our economy and that is
why the Ashland Chamber of Commerce Board of Directors voted
unanimously to endorse it.
Please join us.

Cindy Bernard
President, Ashland Chamber of Commerce
(This information furnished by Cindy Bernard, President, Ashland Chamber
of Commerce.)

The printing of this argument does not constitute an endorsement by the
County of Jackson, nor does the county warrant the accuracy or truth of
any statement made in the argument.
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The printing of this argument does not constitute an endorsement by the
County of Jackson, nor does the county warrant the accuracy or truth of
any statement made in the argument.

Measure 15-123 Rogue River Fire District No. 1 (by referral)
The proposed levy would impose $0.25 per $1,000 of total
assessed value. Accordingly, the funds to be raised annually
each year are as follows:

Ballot Title

15-123

10 Year Local Option Levy for Rogue River Fire District 1
QUESTION: Shall Rogue River Fire District No. 1 establish
a ten-year local option levy of $0.25 per $1,000 of assessed
value beginning FY 2014-15? This measure may cause
property taxes to increase more than three percent.
SUMMARY: This measure would authorize RRFD for a
local option levy to replace and standardize apparatus and
equipment, and provide updates to the fire station at a rate
of $0.25 per $1,000 of assessed value on real property
located within the District beginning FY 2014-15. The rate
of the levy proposed in this measure will not exceed the
rate levied on the 20 year capital improvement bond which
expires in August 2014. Accordingly, it will not increase the
total assessment rates currently imposed on property within
the district.
The estimated funds to be raised each year are as follows:
2014-15: $130,811.88
2015-16: $134,736.24
2016-17: $138,778.32
2017-18: $142,941.68
2018-19: $147,229.93

2019-20: $151,646.83
2020-21: $156,196.23
2021-22: $160,882.12
2022-23: $165,708.58
2023-24: $170,679.86

Explanatory Statement
Background/History
The Rogue River Fire District is a combination career and
volunteer organization providing fire protection, emergency
medical and other related services that meet the current and
future needs of the community. The District incorporated as
a Rural Fire Protection District in 1950, after operating for a
number of years as only volunteer force.
Since then, the District has experienced growth in service area
and population density and currently serves residents inside and
outside of the City of Rogue River city limits.
Special Option Levy for Apparatus/Equipment Replacement
In 1994, voters approved a 20-year capital improvement bond
to fund the construction of the fire station. That bond, which
expires in August 2014, levied approximately $0.25 per $1,000
of assessed valuation of real property within the District. With the
expiration of the bond, this measure proposes the local option
levy at the same rate.
The District manages an aging apparatus and equipment within
its operations. The levy would assist the District in replacing
aging apparatus and non-standard equipment, reduce firefighter
safety risks and meet the demands of the existing service area.
The levy will also assist the District in providing updates to the
fire station.
The estimated tax impact of the ten-year option levy is $0.25
per $1,000 of assessed value on real property located within the
District beginning 2014-2015. For example, a property owner
would pay an estimated average of $39 per year for 10 years
on a home having an initial taxable assessed value of $155,000
and assuming a 2.5% assessed value growth rate per year.
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2014-15: $130,811.88
2015-16: $134,736.24
2016-17: $138,778.32
2017-18: $142,941.68
2018-19: $147,229.93

2019-20: $151,646.83
2020-21: $156,196.23
2021-22: $160,882.12
2022-23: $165,708.58
2023-24: $170,679.86

(This information furnished by J. Stearns, Fire Chief, Rogue River Fire
District No. 1.)

Jackson County
Commissioner, Position 1

Jackson County
Commissioner, Position 3

Rick
Dyer
Republican

Joel
Ockunzzi
Republican

Occupation: Contractor, Owner, Northwest Energy Solutions,
LLC; Attorney (lic. in CA)

Occupation: Local business
owner, real estate broker for
past nine years

Occupational Background:
General Manager, Automobile
Dealerships; Hertz Car Sales;
Skinner Buick, Cadillac; Dollar GMC, Oldsmobile
Educational Background: Concord Law School, Juris Doctor;
Southern Oregon University, Bachelor of Science; Hidden Valley
High School, High School Diploma
Prior Governmental Experience: Rogue Valley Transportation
District, Board of Directors, elected 2009, re-elected 2013
For nearly forty years Southern Oregon and Jackson County
have been my home. I have been educated here, raised my
family here and started a business here.
My wife, son and I enjoy all of the attributes and qualities that
make our region truly special. This is a perfect time for me to
take all that the community has done for me and give back as
your Jackson County Commissioner. Like so many of you, my
roots are deep and my passion is preserving our exceptional
quality of life.
My background includes 25 years running and owning local
businesses. My educational background is in law, business
administration and accounting. With this background and
experience I intend to bring fiscally sound and constitutionally
responsible decision making to the position as we face the
many tough issues that will confront Jackson County.
Too many times we get divided, yet our goals are fundamentally
the same.
• We want the ability to make a good living and take care of our
families.
• We want to help our seniors, children, and families when they
need us the most through our public health system.
• We want leaders that are focused on and attentive to our
public safety as crime and drugs are on the rise in our county.
We can coordinate better and we can cooperate more. Local
government can be much more effective with leadership that
is united and passionate about our home, our people, our
neighborhoods, our Jackson County.

Occupational Background:
Division President of Operations, Austin Powder Company

Educational Background: Attended Ohio State University and Southern Oregon University
Prior Governmental Experience: Member of Jackson County
Planning Commission, 7th year

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT:
Past member of Jackson County Committee for Citizen Involvement. Farm Bureau, Jackson County Stockman, Chamber - Natural Resources Action Team SOREDI
HONEST AND TRUSTWORTHY:
“Joel is a person that we can trust to work for the benefit of the
citizens of Jackson County.” Daniel Kosmatka, CPA
PROVEN LEADERSHIP EXPERIENCE:
As your County Commissioner, Joel will listen to the people of
Jackson County and provide a means to make needed changes.

“I have known Joel for many years and feel he will do an excellent
job as County Commissioner based on his land use experience...
and the fact that he is a rural landowner and businessman in Jackson County.” John Rachor, Jackson County Commissioner
SAFETY AND SECURITY:
Jackson County needs continued focus on providing effective law
enforcement and public safety. Joel will fight hard to ensure the
safety of local families and businesses.
ECONOMIC GROWTH/JOBS:
Jackson County needs to attract new business for continued
economic expansion and jobs. Joel will use his strong business
background and experience to help create and facilitate the
desired growth.
SENSIBLE SPENDING:
We need to continue managing our budget in a fiscally responsible
manner. Jackson County needs to ensure that every dollar is spent
in the most cost effective way. Joel’s business and budgetary
management experience will ensure the most effective budget
and use of funds.

WELL RESPECTED:
“I have known Joel for 8 years. He is an outstanding candidate for
the County Commissioner Position.” CW Smith retired Sheriff
/ Commissioner

“Joel is a real leader who can get things done!” Don Rowlett,
Owner Box R Ranch
www.electockunzzi.com

(This information furnished by Rick Dyer.)

(This information furnished by Joel Ockunzzi.)

The above information has not been verified for accuracy by the county.

The above information has not been verified for accuracy by the county.
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Jackson County
Commissioner, Position 3

Jackson County
Sheriff

Colleen L
Roberts
Republican

Corey
Falls
Nonpartisan

Occupation: Owner/Operator,
President, Sensational Sweets,
Inc., Eagle Point, Oregon;
Church Pianist/Keyboard for
Foots Creek Chapel, Gold Hill,
Oregon

Occupation: Deputy Chief of
Police, City of Ashland

Occupational Background:
Founder, owner, and operator of Sensational Sweets, since 1987
as a licensed in-home kitchen: a partnership in a store-front location in 1993, and incorporated in 2004. Bookkeeper, accounts
receivable/payable, human resources, all local, state, and federal
tax preparations, customer service, and purchaser; Correspondent
for the Upper Rogue Independent Newspaper, reporting Jackson
County Commissioner News, 2012-2014.
Educational Background: Master of Business Administration,
Walden University; Bachelor of Science in Business, University of
Phoenix; High School Diploma, Rogue River High School
Prior Governmental Experience: Serve on the Prospect School
District 59, Budget Committee, 2010-current; Elected, Precinct
Committee Person for Precinct 23, 2009-current
As a native Oregonian and a small business owner, I have
a strong interest in renewing hope for future generations in
Jackson County.
Constitutionally Based: I’ll base all decisions on the US and
Oregon Constitutions, and the affirmations in the Republican
Platform. We’re endowed by our Creator with certain
unalienable rights: life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.
I’ll ensure our unalienable rights are not lost through political
correctness, economic indebtedness, or a culture that doesn’t
value life.
Under my watch, Jackson County citizens will have a
welcomed role in government involvement and participation,
turning the word transparency into a reality.
Fiscal Responsibility: I don’t believe in increased taxes.
With dwindling revenues, it’s time to be fiscally responsible,
live within our means, and be good stewards of our natural
resources.
We must all work together to survive and prosper in this new
economy. If sacrifices are required, they must include the top
levels of management in the County Government, as well.
I ask for your vote for County Commissioner.
Together we can turn this vision into a reality.
Endorsement: “Colleen Roberts has the right combination of
education, experience, and energy to blend with her spirit of
servanthood to be a great Jackson County Commissioner”.
Bryan Platt, former Chairman: Jackson County Republican
Party
www.facebook.com/colleen4commissioner

Occupational Background:
Lieutenant, Sergeant, City of
Ashland, 2004-2006, 20082010; Deputy Sheriff, Snohomish County Sheriff’s Office, Snohomish County Washington, 2006-2008; Detective, Police Officer,
City of Bothell Police Department, Bothell Washington; 1998-2004
Educational Background: Doctorate of Business Administration,
Northcentral University, completion date 2014; Graduate Certificate Criminal Justice Education, University of Virginia; Masters
of Art in Organizational Management, University of Phoenix; B.S.
Health and Human Performance, University of Montana; FBI
National Academy
Prior Governmental Experience: Deputy Sheriff, Snohomish
County Sheriff’s Office, Snohomish County Washington; Detective, Police Officer, City of Bothell, Washington
I believe the most important duty of a Sheriff in a democratic
society is the protection of peoples constitutional and civil rights.
Priorities:
•

Be open and responsive to the community

•

Improve Fiscal Management

•

Provide Collaborative Leadership

Performance Comments:
The International Association of Chiefs of Police recognized
Deputy Chief Corey Falls with a Leadership Award for joining
the national effort to combat crimes of violence against women
(2012).
The Ashland Police Association recognized Corey Falls with
the Command Award as Supervisor of the Year: “The recipient
of this award has demonstrated integrity, knowledge of their
position, self-discipline and great sense of duty to those they
supervise. This leader does not expect more from those around
them than they are willing to give and has inspired others around
them to become better.” (2012)
What Others Say:
“The one important characteristic that Corey Falls possesses as
an executive leader is composure. In the face of anything Corey
always keeps his composure, even under fire.” Rich Walsh,
Retired Deputy Chief
“Corey understands the issues that are ravaging families in
our community: mental illness, sexual assault, child abuse,
domestic violence and addiction. Deputies must be trained to
appropriately respond to victims as well as perpetrators. This
is not only a compassionate approach, it is smart police work,
and it is the future for law enforcement in Jackson County.”
Pam Marsh, Member, Ashland City Council; Owner, Green
Springs Inn and Cabins

(This information furnished by Colleen L. Roberts.)

(This information furnished by Corey Falls.)

The above information has not been verified for accuracy by the county.

The above information has not been verified for accuracy by the county.
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Jackson County
Sheriff

Jackson County
Sheriff
Bob
Sergi
Nonpartisan

Mike
Winters
Nonpartisan

Occupation: Jackson County
Sheriff’s Lieutenant

Occupation: Sheriff, Jackson
County

Occupational Background:
SWAT Commander; Jail Commander; Patrol Sergeant and
Commander; Field Training Officer; Defensive Tactics Program
Manager; Explorer Post Advisor.

Educational Background: B.A. in Business Administration from
Northwest Christian College; Certificates in Criminal and Corrections from the Oregon Department of Public Safety and Standards
of Training; Graduate of the Oregon State Sheriff’s Association
Command College.
Prior Governmental Experience: None

LEADERSHIP. ACCOUNTABILITY. INTEGRITY.

34 YEARS LAW ENFORCEMENT EXPERIENCE
What Bob Sergi Will Do in the First Six Months as Jackson
County Sheriff:
• Add sergeants and at least four deputies to patrol.
• Work to allocate for more detectives.
• Reduce and eliminate the spending for non-essential
equipment and services.
• Work with mental health to reduce the number of people with
mental illness being housed in jail.
LAW ENFORCEMENT SUPPORTS BOB SERGI

“Since retiring as the Sheriff of Jackson County in 2003, I’ve seen
a lack of leadership lead to mismanagement of resources and
lower moral in the department. The citizens of Jackson County
have suffered. There’s no one on the ballot more qualified to fill
this leadership void than Bob Sergi.”
-Bob Kennedy, former Jackson County Sheriff

“The Sheriff is the top law enforcement official in the county. This
person needs the leadership skills and experience to coordinate
with other governmental agencies to make citizens safer. Bob
Sergi is the leader for this job.”
-Angie LaNier, former Jackson County Deputy District
Attorney
Sergi is Endorsed by the Following Organizations and
Current and Former Police Officers and Prosecutors:
Gary Clark, President Fraternal Order of Police Southern
Oregon Lodge 15
Rod Edwards, President Fraternal Order of PoliceState of Oregon
Tony Young, Police Detective
Jeff Britton, Police Officer

Fernando Lozano, Resident Agent in Charge ICE, Retired

Jim Howe, Lieutenant Medford Police Department, Retired

Rich Billin, Former Jackson County Deputy District Attorney

Sue Campbell Calzaretta, Medford Police Detective, Retired
www.BobSergiforSheriff.com
Bob Sergi for Sheriff
P.O. Box 1827
Jacksonville, OR 97530

Occupational Background:
Owner, WESCO Construction;
Oregon State Police, Senior
Trooper; First Responder; Firearms Instructor; Recruiter; Member Oregon State Police Mobile
Response Team and Entry Team; Ashland Reserve Police Officer;
Jackson County Fire District #5, Firefighter/EMT
Educational Background: RCC; Oregon State Police Academy
Prior Governmental Experience: Sheriff 2003-Current; Oregon
State Police
Since 2003, Mike Winters has lived and breathed his job as
Jackson County Sheriff, focusing on the safety and security of
the region 24/7. Mike is a strong, pro-active, purposeful strategic
leader who has streamlined the Sheriff’s office, saved the county
money, and increased safety on many fronts. As an elected
official, he has not only kept promises he made, but consistently
goes above and beyond the call of duty.
With a passion for protecting the community, Mike spearheaded
the following:
• NEXARsos Emergency response system at Shady 		
Cove Elementary and Middle School, using drug 		
forfeiture monies to protect children
• Traffic Team – reducing fatalities nearly 50%
• SWAT Unit
• K9 Unit
• A Child is Missing
• Community Service Officer Program
• CrimesReports.com for civilian research
• Cold Case – Homicide Unit
• Air Rescue Unit
Created agency partnerships with:
• Emergency Communications of SO
• CORSAR program – 9 county Search & Rescue
• SOMMER program – eradicating Mexican drug cartels
on public land & environmental clean-up
• Regionalize Amber Alert Spring 2014
• MADGE (Medford Area Drug & Gang Enforcement)
• High Tech Crime Unit
Additionally:
• When faced with budget cuts Mike reorganized 		
the agency and avoided laying off deputies
• Added 60 beds in county jail – Spring 2014
• Mike and his deputies support over 20 local 		
organizations and programs
• Provides public safety support for other law 			
enforcement agencies and fire departments when 		
requested
• Balanced the budget for 12 years, resulting in 		
zero levies for JC citizens
BEST PREPARED COUNTY IN SOUTHERN OREGON
12 YEARS OF ACCOMPLISHMENTS ACHIEVED WITH A
BALANCED BUDGET!
www.wintersforsheriff.com

(This information furnished by Bob Sergi.)

(This information furnished by Mike Winters.)

The above information has not been verified for accuracy by the county.

The above information has not been verified for accuracy by the county.
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Proposed Jackson County Library District
Director

Proposed Jackson County Library District
Director

Carol
Doty
Nonpartisan

Susan
Kiefer
Nonpartisan

Occupation: North Medford
High School Theater Department Volunteer, 2007 - Present;
Member, Rogue Valley Chorale,
2009 - Present

Occupation: Retired

Occupational Background:
Retired, Licensed Marriage &
Family Therapist (OR #T0001) 1987 - 2002; In Private Practice,
1985 - 1997; Part Owner, Stagecoach Farms, 1979 - 1989; Executive Director, Jackson County Child Development Centers (Head
Start), 1971 - 1975; Developed Head Start Program for Meadville,
PA 1966 - 1968; Specialist, University of Arizona Extension Service, 1963 - 1965; Instructor, Kansas State University, 1961 - 1963
Educational Background: Post Graduate Work in Psychology,
now Southern Oregon University, 1985; Master’s Degree, Kansas
State University, 1962; Teaching Assistant, Kansas State University, 1960 - 1961; Bachelor’s Degree, Berea College, KY, 1960
Prior Governmental Experience: Coos County, Board of
Equalization, 2005; City of Bandon, OR Planning Commission &
Water Resources Committee, during 2001-2006; Oregon Board
of Licensed Professional Counselors & Therapists, 1986 - 1995;
Jackson County Commissioner, 1977 - 1979 (Liaison with Library
Board & Director); Member & Chair, Jackson County Budget
Committee (1977 - 1979)

Jackson County currently provides a library for each community,
regardless of size, and makes information services accessible
to persons of all ages. Libraries are community centers where
friends gather for book sales, meetings, and more.
Libraries are needed not only to provide books and media, but they
facilitate research for finding jobs, medical treatments, and government services. They assist students applying to college. Business
owners use the wide selection of periodicals and financial reports
to make future plans. Libraries are quiet, safe places to study.
I have the management experience required to initiate and build a
strong Library District. I use the library and as a homeowner, I am
happy to pay a relatively small tax to benefit our children, young
people and adults because libraries “make life better.”
A countywide Library District is the effective way to continue library
services for Jackson County’s communities.
Vote for the library district and please vote to permit me to work
on your Board of Directors.

Occupational Background:
Director, Hamline University
Law Library, St. Paul, MN,
1984-2006

Educational Background:
MLS. 1973, JD, 1979, University
of Oregon: BA. 1970. Springfield College.
Prior Governmental Experience: Library Advisory Committee,
2008-present. Law Library Advisory Committee. 2008-present.
Community Involvement

President, Prospect Friends of the Library- 6 years; Library
Foundation Board of Directors- 5 years; Friends of the Library
Presidents’ Forum- 6 years
Friends of Crater Lake- 4 years
Jackson County Master Gardeners- 7 years
Endorsements:

“I feel Susan will be a valuable member of the new Library Board.
Her dedication to the current Jackson County Library system
as a member of the Library Advisory Committee, plus her legal
experience as an attorney make her well suited for this position.”
John Rachor
“I unconditionally support Susan Kiefer for a position on the
Board of the Library Special District. As a dedicated advocate
and volunteer for the Jackson County Library System, she has
the knowledge, experience and vision needed to establish the
new Special District.” Becky Versteeg, Community member
“I enthusiastically support Susan Kiefer for the library special
district Board of Governors. Susan has consistently shown compassionate leadership in all of her many library volunteer efforts.
She has significant library background, and she is a clear thinker
who strives for collaborative, practical solutions. She is admired
and liked by those she works with. She would make a great
leader in this new library system. Please vote for Susan Kiefer
and encourage your friends to do so!” Shelley Austin
Personal Statement:

I got my first library job at 15 and have been working in libraries
ever since. I managed a university law library for twenty plus years
and, since retiring to Jackson County, have been an active volunteer working to help improve library services to all our citizens. I
am committed to ensuring that the vital role libraries play in our
communities in supporting education, literacy, and dissemination
of information continues with no further interruptions. Please elect
me to the Library District Board.

(This information furnished by Carol Doty.)

(This information furnished by Susan Kiefer.)

The above information has not been verified for accuracy by the county.

The above information has not been verified for accuracy by the county.
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Candidates

Proposed Jackson County Library District
Director

Distribution, 1990-2006

Proposed Jackson County Library District
Director

Peter
Salant
Nonpartisan

Maureen
Swift
Nonpartisan

Occupation: Cattle Rancher;
Chief Financial Officer, G.A.G.
Charitable Corp. (a Family
Foundation)

Occupation: President,
Friends of the Medford Library
(volunteer)

Occupational Background:
Founding Partner, Good Source
Solutions, Inc – Wholesale Food

Educational Background: California G.E.D.; California Polytechnic University, Pomona, One Quarter, Animal Science 1975;
Self-Educated
Prior Governmental Experience: None
COMMUNITY VOLUNTEER:
Medford Schools Educational Foundation: Board of Trustees,
2005-2014
Current President
As a 19 year resident and cattle rancher in the Applegate
Valley, I have firsthand experience with achieving desired
outcomes by careful stewardship of multiple resources.
I have come to know and love this valley deeply for the
richness and quality of life it affords. Libraries are a part of
that richness; they build community and keep us connected
with one another. I am running for the Jackson County Library
Board of Directors because I strongly believe in the role that
libraries play in our society. Libraries, like public education, are
the equalizer that enable all to reach their potential. Now more
than ever, the ambitious goals set for Oregon students depend
heavily on early literacy. Students who are not reading at grade
level by 3rd grade are less prone to succeed or even graduate.
Libraries afford all families access to books, learning and
internet-based educational resources.
I am currently President of the Board of Trustees for Medford
Schools Educational Foundation, serving voluntarily, as do
all our Trustees. I see many areas of educational need on a
monthly basis. I know that restoring our libraries to reaching
their clients on a full-time basis will make a tremendous,
positive difference in fulfilling the educational potential of our
county’s population. Access to libraries must be protected from
the inner city to the outermost rural corners of our valleys. My
experience and background have prepared me for that task.
I’m proud to be a member of a community that voted to rebuild
our libraries in 2000, and look forward to serving our citizens to
manage their future responsibly.
I would appreciate your support and vote.

Occupational Background:
Retired, 2007 as Division Manager, Supplier Management,
AT&T; 22 years in telecommunications with expertise in state and federal regulation, contract
negotiations and administration, and budgeting.

Educational Background: BS, Mathematics and Management
Science, Nazareth College of Rochester (NY), 1977; MBA, Simon
School of Business, University of Rochester (NY), 1986
Prior Governmental Experience: Co-Chair, Medford Police
Advisory Committee 2010-present
Jackson County deserves to have a library system that is
stable and run by a Board dedicated to its success.
To that end, I support:
•
Respecting the unique relationship of each community
with its Library.
•
Ensuring that Library services are sustainable.
•
Providing good governance for the Library District so that
all Jackson County residents have access to the wide variety of
services available from the Library system.
Healthy communities need healthy libraries.
“Maureen Swift has been an active and impressive advocate
for libraries in Jackson County since 2008. As chair of the
Jackson County Library Advisory Committee for several years
I worked with her and witnessed her organizational skills with
the Friends of the Medford Library in leading a large team of
dedicated volunteers for the library. Maureen will be an ideal
board member for a new library district, bringing those skills,
experience, passion and vision to ensure that finally Jackson
County has a stable, independent and sustainable library
system for all residents.” – Lynn Howe
“I’m honored to endorse Maureen. I serve on the Medford
Police Advisory Committee which Maureen chairs. She is an
outstanding leader who is always reasonable, focused and
calm. Maureen has the perfect combination of personality,
education, and experience.” – Roberta Thornton
“Maureen has been a champion of our libraries and
understands the scientific research that proves the roles
libraries play in student achievement, literacy development, and
helping to support families and children in poverty to succeed.
– Randall Schoen (Medford Chief of Police, Retired)

(This information furnished by Peter Salant.)

(This information furnished by Maureen Swift.)

The above information has not been verified for accuracy by the county.

The above information has not been verified for accuracy by the county.
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Proposed Jackson County Library District
Director

Proposed Jackson County Library District
Director

Jill B
Turner
Nonpartisan

Monica
Weyhe
Nonpartisan

Occupation: Retired

Occupation: Retired Public
Library Director

Occupational Background:
Business Manager, Ashland
School District, 2008-2012; Municipal Finance Director, Central
Point, 2004-2008; Municipal
Director of Finance & Administration, Ashland, 1987-2000; City Recorder/Treasurer, Pendelton,
1983-1987; Accountant, Medford, 1977-79
Educational Background: College of Idaho, Business Management and Accounting, graduated summa cum laude, 1977;
Certified Public Accountant
Prior Governmental Experience: Ashland School District Budget
Committee
Community and Volunteer Experience: Classroom volunteer,
Little League, Homeowner’s Association president and
treasurer, Community Health Center, Food Bank, Homeless
Shelter, Community Dinner, Fundraiser, Church leadership and
teacher, Friends of Ashland Library, International Student host.

“I am pleased to endorse Jill Turner, retired Finance Director for
the City of Ashland, for a position on the Library District Board
of Directors. Jill’s management skills and accounting expertise
will be critical to the success of the newly formed district. She is
a dedicated professional, with a character and work ethic that
is above reproach. Jackson County voters and library patrons
will be well served by electing Jill to this position.” Brian L.
Almquist retired Ashland City Administrator
“I worked with Jill when she was the Finance Director for
Central Point. She helped to ensure that Central Point
continued to meet its citizen’s needs in an era of declining tax
revenue. Jill understands the importance of developing and
operating within a balanced budget.” Michael G. Quilty former
Central Point City Councilor
“I worked with Jill closely when she was the Business Manager
for Ashland Schools. She has clearly demonstrated the ability
to manage the complex public budgeting process, and will be
an asset to the Library District Board. In her many years of
public service, she has shown her ability to work with multiple
agencies effectively, and she will bring this much needed
experience to the Library Board.” Juli DiChiro retired Ashland
Superintendent of Schools

Occupational Background:
Library Management, 10 years;
Public Finance & Administration,
15 years; Manager, Circulation Services, Hillsboro Public
Library District, OR, 2009-2010; Executive Director, Yakima
County Library District, WA, 2002-2008; Deputy Director & Human
Resources Manager, 2000-2002

Educational Background: University of Alaska, MPA, 1995;
University of Michigan, MILS, International Honor Society, 1991;
University of California, BA, 1975; Human Resources Certification
Institute, SPHR, 2011
Prior Governmental Experience: 30 years of work experience in
the public sector in OR, WA, AK & CA, as an employee, manager
and director, including 15 years experience as staff to library,
public employee and retirement boards.

LOCAL VOLUNTEER/MEMBER: AAUW Medford Board, Central
Point Friends of the Library, Oregon Small Woodlands Assn.
Jackson County, Rogue Valley Chapter of the Society of Human
Resources Managers (Board, 2012-2013), Vice Governor of NW
Section 99s, OSF Ashland, American Red Cross Southern Oregon

JOIN US
“I have known Monica Weyhe for 14 years, including the six
years she was executive director of the Yakima County Library
District. She is extremely knowledgeable about public finance
and administration and was a good steward of public funds when
she was the CEO of the 19 libraries. She has always considered
the good of the community in making decisions. She is honest,
collaborative, straightforward and intelligent. With her strength in
strategic thinking, she would be an excellent director on a new
Jackson County Library Board.” Jim Flint, Ashland
“I have known Monica Weyhe for 20 years including the period we
were both Budget Analysts for the State of Alaska. She is honest,
smart, dedicated and excellent at program budgeting. She has
the experience and expertise that our community needs to guide
a successful library district.” Robin Smith, Central Point
“I would be proud to help create a strong and independent library
system that works both cooperatively with and independent of
Jackson County. I’d appreciate your vote.” Monica Weyhe

“Each library branch is stronger when all are open with
predictable and convenient hours of service. As a member of
this Board I will advocate for all of our libraries.” Jill Turner

(This information furnished by Jill B. Turner.)

(This information furnished by Monica Weyhe.)

The above information has not been verified for accuracy by the county.

The above information has not been verified for accuracy by the county.
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Voting Information
At the Primary Election of 2014 the voters of Jackson County
will cast their votes on the ballot illustrated below. This page

has been inserted into the Voters’ Pamphlet as an aid for

check your ballot!

using this ballot.
1.

-

Make sure you have completely
filled in the ovals next to your choices.

To ensure your vote counts, completely fill in the

oval (

) with pen (black or blue ink) to the left

of the response of your choice.

2.

-

TO WRITE IN A NAME — write the name on the

solid line and fill in the oval (

write-in line.

) to the left of the

If you vote for more candidates than
all owed, or if you vote both Yes and No on
a measure, it is ca lled an overvote.

EXAMPLE
PRESIDENT (VOTE FOR ONE)

Your vote will not count for that candidate
or measu re.

C) John Allen Doe
~ Thomas Jefferson

C) J.Q. Public
C)
Write-in

You do not have to vote on all contests .
Those you do vote on w ill st ill count.
3.

DO NOT CROSS OUT — if you change your mind,

Contact Jackson County Elections
to request a replacement ba ll ot if:

contact the elections department at 774-6148 for a
replacement ballot.

➔
➔

➔

Remember, if stated on your ballot,
vote both sides of your ballot.

you make a mistake
your ballot is damaged or spoiled
your ballot is lost
or for any other reason .

Jackson County Elections
1101 W Main Street Suite 201
Medford OR 97501
541 774 6148
www.co. jackson.or.us
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Drop Site Locations
OFFICIAL DROPSITE LOCATIONS
Opening Monday, May 12, 2014

Jackson County Elections
1101 W. Main St., Suite 201
Medford, OR 97501

Curbside ballot drop box open 24 hours daily
(left lane—W Main)
Elections office open 8 am to 4 pm
(7 am - 8 pm on Election day)

Ashland Library
410 Siskiyou Blvd.
Ashland, OR 97520

Curbside ballot drop box open 24 hours
daily (alley off Gresham St. by book drop—
opening Monday, May 12, 2014)
Closes at 8 pm Election day

Central Point Library
116 S. 3rd St.
Central Point, OR 97502

Walk up ballot drop box open 24 hours daily
(south side of library building, main entrance—
opening Monday, May 12, 2014)
Closes at 8 pm Election day

Eagle Point Library
239 W. Main St.
Eagle Point, OR 97524

Walk up ballot drop box open 24 hours
daily (library main branch entrance—
opening Monday, May 12, 2014)
Closes at 8 pm Election day

Rogue River Library
412 E. Main St.
Rogue River, OR 97537

Walk up ballot drop box open 24 hours
daily (library main branch entrance—
opening Monday, May 12, 2014)
Closes at 8 pm Election day

DEADLINE TO RECEIVE BALLOTS: 8 P.M. ELECTION DAY, May 20, 2014
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